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SALES

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

MEAN

JOBS

VofoiM Number 67

Missing Bronze

Holland, Michigan,

HOLLAND CHAMBER OF COMMERGE MOVES ITS OFFICE
TO BANK BUILDING

Marker
The Holland Chamber of ComHas Been Found merce
baa been moved from

Plate On

News Items Taken From the

EPOCH IN ZEBLAND'HOLLAND HISTORY

Thirty,

Ottawa and Allegan
County were advised to look for
the bronze plate which had disappeared from the large stone marker, which standi half-way between
Holland and Zeeland in the bend,
Officers of

bordering the east side of the Holland Country Club. The marker
has been in place for several years,
designating the spot where the
early Zeeland and Holland emmipants congregated and were sent
in differentdirections,either on
farms or to Zeeland or Holland
colonies during 1847 and years following.
It was noticed that the marker
was gone a few days ago and officers were notified, since it might
have been stolen; and if not, might
have worked loose from its fastening, dippped to the ground, and
someone might have picked it up.
The latter is just what happened.
Officer Dave O’Connor at Police

the third floor of Warm Friend
tavern to the ground floor of the
Holland City State bank building. -S3S
The office had been located in the
tavern for five years.
The general information desk in
the lobby of the Uvern will be
closed, and this, too, besides the
office of Mr. Stephan, secretarymanager,will be found under
tne
inder th«
clock. Esther Wentxel, who has
been in charge for some years, will
be found at the booth daily. She
has made an excellent executivein
that department.
See important Chamber of Commerce article, includingfuture
plans, on the first page of section
two. It gives much important information besides a message from
the new secretary-manager.

Architect’s Drawing Of

Files of

MEAN

HAPPINESS

25, 1938

Holland City News Sixty, Fifty, Forty,

office

BECAME LOOSENED FROM
STONE WHICH MARKED AN

Thunday, August

JOBS

Combination Library And

Museum

Eminent Divipe

Costing $150,000

and

Twenty and Ten Years
Ago Today

EducMor

Dies at 63 Years
HELD MANY CHARGES

IN ftE-

FORMED CHURCH; WAS
PRESIDENT OF LOCAL

SIXTY YEARS AGO TODAY

Hotel.” He was a “wise cracker”
and was never known to become
Paddy’s descriptionof a fiddle: angry. He
He later moved to Bakers"It was the shape of aXurkey, and field,Calif where he conducted a
the size of a goose; he turned it cigar counter m a large hotel and
over on its back and rubbed its When he died it was reported that
belly with a stick and ochl— St. he had made money.
* •

SEMINARY

•

Patrick!—how it did "squeal."
Note:— This must have been a German-Iriaher. • I had a brother
once, who, in a minstrel show hero,
had to do an “Irish skit" after appearing in black-face.He did it in
"coon” by mistake and brought
down the house.

• •

'

Cleared the Institution of AH Debt,
One of Crowning Achieve* eats

Students,fellow-faculty memand those affiliatedwith
Western Theological seminary, as
well as residentsof Holland, were
grieved this week to hear of th«

tiers

•

Dick Smith, age 26 years, lost
the thumb and index finger of his
left hand in a furnitureshop. Dr.
Albert Knooihuizendressed the
the wound.

passing o
of Dr. Siebe C. Nettings,
63, at his home, 133 West Uth St,
Saturday, about 10:80 p.m. Dri
Nettinga had been president of the
Contractor A. J. Ward has finlocal seminary since 1930, although
• • •
he had been affiliated with tne
Glass eyes for horses are now ished the cement walks in front of
seminary’s teaching staff for some
made with such perfectionthat the the homes of James Westveer and
20 years. Dr. Nettinga had been
animals themselves cannot see Henry Van Ry on College Ave. and
OCEAN GOING BOAT
recuperating at his home recently
through the deception. Note: Who is now finishingthe walk of Dr.
AT 8AUGATUCK says that wits did not exist 60 A. J. Mabbs on Eighth St. Wooden
from a stomach operationto.wl .....
r
*7 * 1 1 * r
a
i arwalks are fast disappearing,being
he had submitted June 2 at Mayo
years ago?
replacedwith cement.
The first ocean-going boat to
Brothers’ hospital at Rochester.
• • •
As the News goes to press this for the building of a combination —they must estimate the cost, and Minn. His conditionbecame critical
dock at Saugatuck this season
si
was
George W. McBride, Republican,
the Mako, owned by Thome Don- of Grand Haven, is to have a joint THIRTY YEARS AGO TODAY Thursday evening, a large meet- Library and Museum. These steps when they know ail the facts go last Thursday,and a call to the
nelly of Chicago. It carriesdeep- discussion with Mr. Richardson,
ing is being held in the Common are taken at this time to make it to the polls on September13, and residence disclosed then that atsea fishing equipment but now is Democrat, at Zeeland upon the istending physician* had returned a
Dr. J. W. Beardslee of the West- Council rooms in the City Hall, possible to have the bond issue
with this knowledge gained, vote verdict of "no hope,” and death
being used as an experimental ship sues of the day.
ern Theological seminary, Holland,Sfosteredby the Board of Direcin efforts to improve ship-to-shore
has published a book of sixty lors of The Netherlands Pioneer come up at the September13 pri- for what he or she believes is for would be only a matter of hours or,
radio communication.
perhaps, days. Members of the
maries. At that time Holland taxRev. Wm. Coplin, whose term pages. The little volume contains
and Historicalfoundation,togeth- payers will be privilegedto go to the good of the city of Holland. family had kept an almost constant
expires Sunday will preach his “Notes on MessianicProphecy."
This publicationwill give more deier
with
the
Library
Board
and
a
GAME LAW DIGEST TO
vigil at the bedside since Thursday.
the polls to vote their approval
farewell sermon in the evening at The material in the book is ar-.pedal Council committee who
tails and facts for the education The deceased seminary head w«a a
BE PRINTED DIFFERENT the Methodist church.
ranged under three headings deal- ailed the meeting. For more than or disapproval of a proposal of
that nature. Merged as a business and enlightenment of the voter un- native of Friesland,The Nethering with these prophecies. The
lands, where he was boro Feb. 7,
The school census just completed volume is attracting considerablea year there has been considerableorganization,entrusted with pub- til Primary day.
This year’s game law digest pubdiscussionover a joint Library and lic funds, it is necessary that the
1875. Coming to this country
lished annuallv by the Department shows the following results com- attention,especiallyamong Bible
Included
in
the
museum-library
Museum buildingcentrallylocated voters be equipped with all the
of Conservation for distribution to pared with previous years.
students.
building,
which
will
be
of
brick
bn the old hospital site on 12th, facts. This proposal is one that is
hunters will be printed in a new
1878 1877 1876
and stone constructionwith a tile
and Central Avenue. The old
stvle.
to be handled through the PWA,
First
276 271 271 The Holland rural mail carriers 13th,
Kremers residence,which was should the bond issue carry. Hol- roof, will be an auditorium where
Last year the digest was a ?0- Second
131 128 120 held a meeting in the Holland City Dr.
Holland’s second hospital,is now land's share will be $85,000. If the public meetings may be held, a
pave booklet. This year it will be Third
362 315 312 News offices and elected the follow- occupied
by the Knickerbocker city votes this amount, then Hol- study reference room, and a chila folder, similar to the
166 166 159 ing officers:president, Anthony Club of Hope
tb state’s fish Fourth
College.If the pro- land will receive an out and out dren s story-hour room. The TIng law digest, with six panels or
Rosbach; vice-president,
Gerrit J.
posal carries at the coming elec- rant of $69,560 from the United shaped structurewill face 12th St.
12 pages. One million copies are
913 880 862 A. P ess ink; secretary,L. Tinholt; tion, naturally this old land mark
and will be so constructed as to
being printed.
tales government to be spent in provide for expansion in the rear.
880
treasurer, P. Stegenga;members
will be raised to make room for this city in ithe
U
___ _*! ... #
construction
of
of the executive
boa
e board, J. T. WhipArchitecture will be Dutch Colthis beautiful building with
this building,a large share of it
Attorney Cornelius Vander Meu33 over last year pie, E. Klosterman and Gerrit RutNetherlandisharchitecturalcom- going into material and labor. It onial. The structure will be 150
len of this city addressed the ZeeNOTE: It is evident that the gers. Delegatesto the Jackson
feet in length,will be two stories
is pointed out that PWA money high, and will be equipped with
land Lions Club at their regular Third Ward was then the largest state convention are L. Tinholtand plex.
Mayor
Henry
Geerlings
is premeeting last Monday night on la- in the city, in fact was the heart Gerrit Pessink.
is availablenow, but the offer is
siding tonight at this gathering not for an indefinite period, and basement facilities.In a short
bor unions and the present-day la- of town where buildingfirst began.
time, the architect’s complete deand
other
well-known
speakers
for that reason it is urged to bring
bor situation. Only when labor un- As Holland grew other wards
James Price, the well known Holwith authority and who know the up the proposal at this time and scriptionof the building will be
ions are set up on a basis whereby developed,and now all are larger land architect, has just completed
released. The architectis Edward
they can be held responsiblefor than the third except the second plans for a new home for the Zee- needs of a city the size of Hol- receivethrough grant a very large L. Valentine of Muskegon and this
land, are Mrs. Grace McClure, part of what the building is to
their acts, Mr. Vander Meulen ward, since that, too, is handi- land State bank. It will be one of
State Library from Lansing, cost which naturally is to be a picture represents his drawing of
pointed out, will our present-day capped through its limited boun- the finest of that type in Western
the exterior of the building.
state capitol, and Frank Du Mond,
beautiful structure, well-located,
labor problemsbe solved. In the dary lines. Since 1876 two wards Michigan. Note:— Thirty years
The Council committeeon this
director of the Grand Rapids Mu- across from Centennial Park. It
future,unions will actually be an were added, namely five and six
---- ^
,7
*«uni ^envenmai rant. It joint Library-Museumproposal is
later it is still a substantialand
seum.
Other
speakers
be.ng
exiled | is also pointed out that other citinstrument
to
promote
peace
and
the
fifth
being
Holland’s
largest
commodious structurein the he-art
Bronze plate on stone marker lost
composed of Aldermen Ben Stefon will be retire
representativesof the jes have taken advantage of these
prosperity in the industrial ward. The total school census today of the town.
and found.
fens, Peter Huyser, Ed Brouwer,
Holland Chamber of Commerce,lo- grants and have built for themscheme, he added.
is 3930.
and Martin Oudemool. The comcal business men, representatives
Simon Verwey, Holland mail car- of civic and fraternal clubs, and selves needed public buildings mittee of The Netherlands PionAbout 4,000 persons attended the
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY rier, lost a one dollar bill and he members of Parents’-Teachers’as- which it would have taken years to eer Historicfoundation is composheadquarters received a telephone
finance without this aid. It is up ed of Dr. Wynand Wichers, Presfirst annual Farmers’picnic held
did not know how it had disapcall during the night telling of the
sociations, besides other organiza- to the citizens of Holland to assemWednesday at Zeeland City Park.
The telephone is becomingquite peared. Weeks went by and he tions and church groups.
ident of Hope College; Atty. C.
DR. S. C NETTINGA
whereabouts of the bronze plate.
ble the facts, find out about the adpopular with merchants.The ex- incidentallytold Superintendent
Jason Deur, living at rural route
This meeting is being held this vantages and the needs for a li- Vander Meulen, George Tinholt of
change now numbers 34 subscribers. Baxa of the H. J. Heinz Co. Mr.
No. 3, Holland,not far from where
Thursday evening to discuss the brary and a museum which are very the Holland Furnace Company, when he was seven, he received his
Baxa pulled out a one dollar bill
William Arendshorst, Dr. A. Le«nthe stone marker is located, ob- takers and hosts for the emmifloating of a bond issue of $85,000 meritorious innovations for a city
earlier education in Sioux county,
grants.”
houiiandMc. Willard Wichers.
Married: — on Wednesday, July and handed it to the Holland letter
served that the bronze plate was
Iowa, after which he was graduThe late supervisor,C. Roosen- 18, Mr. Jake P.' Van Ry, 12th carrier and said, "We were wonderloose, feared that someone might
ated from Hope college in 1900, and
ing where it came from. We found
take it, so he personallycarried it raad and the late Henry De Kruif street, to Mary McGinnes, both of
OTTAWA VOTES “NO” ON
from the institution over which he
the money in our mail some time
BIBLES
IN
HOTELS
IS AIM CHRISTIAN VETERANS
were
on
the
boulder
committee,
Holland.
Isaac
Fairbanks,
esquire,
home and immediately notified Ger"SPUDS”
was president,In 1903. Preceding
OF
GIDEONS
and
in
their
historic review they performed the ceremony at his ago.”
rit F. Boons tra. Mr. Boonstra, who
TO MEET FRIDAY his acceptance of duties at the
• • •
said the following:
office on River street.Note:— Mr.
served on the committee to arrange
local seminary, Dr. Nettinga
ja held
A prize hog was killed on the The federal government’s AAA The Gideon associationwill or"At a positionseventy-one rods Fairbankswas the Indian asgent
for the dedicationof the marker
•astoratesat Spring Lake
Lake __
Reganize a camp in Holland this FriMembers of the Christian Vet- pastorates
due
south
and
sixteen
rods
east who came 4 years before Dr. Van •lock farm of George Borck, near
some years ago, told Deur to guard
potato control program was voted
day evening at 8 p. m. in the Warm erans Club of Zeeland and Hol- formed church from 1903-1909; at
here. The killing was done by a
it until arrangementswere made from the Memorial boulder on the Raalte.
down in Ottawa county by a vote
prize bull who became angoreef at
Friend Tavern. The association, land enjoyed their annual picnic First Englewood Reformed church
old Zeeland-Holland road stood the
to replace it in the boulder.
of 16 to 13. The total negative
the hog, goring her to death. After
whose
is internationalin at Uwrence street city park, last at Chicago from 1909-1912;and at
'Het Waterhuistje.’It was a 16 by
Cyrus Vande Luyster of the HolJ. A. Sinclair and wife of Grand
vote represented 7,500 aertes, scope, work
Fifth Reformed church, Grand
the battle the bull ran to a pail
is composed of Christian Friday evening.
24
structure
built
by
the
Zeelandland City News, who is a great
whereas the acreage of the "yeas”
Rapids caught three pickerel in
filledwith "Paris green,” used for
businessmenwho place Bibles in
Eighteen
members
and
their Rapids,from 1912 to 1918.
ers
in
1847
under
the
leadership
grandson of Jannes Vande Luyster,
was 3,470 acres. The referendum hotels, prisons, hospitals, and simBlack Lake. Together they weighed
In additionto having been presipotato bups, drank it, and then laid
families were represented. Games
of Jannes Van De Luyster. This 26 pounds.
in whose honor the boulder and the
was held Wednesday at the coun- ilar institutions.
down
beside
the
porker
and
died.
were played at which prizes were dent of Western seminary,Dr.
marker were placed,called on Mr. place was a distributingpoint of
ty court house at Grand Haven, at
Nettinga also was professor of
Both animals were prize winners at
Deur and is Uking charge of the supplies to Zeeland, Drenthe and
Smallegan Hall in Forest Grove, The associationhas at present awarded the winners. Those in historical theology,to which chair
Sheriff Arie Woltman admired fairs.
extended its distribution of the Bi. charge were Henry Roberts, HolVriesland.
carry
---- - Flat
-- - boats would
X VS 14IVA VO
I lJ
and at Chester Town Hall. The
bronze plaque until further arthe beauties of Holland’s resorts.
ble to includeschools,and, conse- land, Commander; Gerrit De Vries, he was appointed in 1919. A year
the suppliesto this site from Hol- On his arrival the perch stopped
rangements can be made.
plan needed a two-thirds majorTWENTY
YEARS* AGO TODAY ity vote in order to become opera quently, will have placed 250 Bi- Holland, AdjuUnt; and G. Goor- previouslyhe had been named lecland, Michigan. The structurewas
It is quite a co-incidence that Mr.
biting and even the young folks
• • •
torate of historical theology. Under
bles in school rooms in Ottawa man, Zeeland, treasurer.
built of logs and had a bark roof.
live. In Allegan county, the vote
Boonstra formerly owned the farm
on the hills were less boisterous.
Dr. Nettinga’apresidency, the
A double-column picture appears
county by the end of September.
It was utilized by the early colonwhich is now a part of the Holland
Our sheriff’s commanding way in- in the News of James De K raker stood 35-21 in favor of accepting
debt of $22,000 on the seminary
Country Club golf course. When he ists for storage and temporary spires a feeling of awe end fear
the
government
program. The Altogether the Gideons have plac- ENTER SIDEWALK
was entirelycleared, the account
of Holland, sent from France. winning voters repr^ented 8,826 ed 1,500,000Bibles in various inlodging.”
sold this to the Country Club, the
PROJECT TO AID
that some have who have violated
having been settled about a year
James
is standing between two
stitutionsup to the present time,
New
Groningen,
because
of
this
few feet of land upon which the
bushels, while the losers representthe law, and their consciencesare
THE UNEMPLOYED ago.
soldiers,one a Belgian and the
this total being distributedin 22
ed 3,875 bushels.
boulder stands was excluded from carly beg^nning,proved to be quite not clear. Note:— What a sheriff
Dr. Nettinga achieved a great
other
a
French
poilu.
De
Kraker
is
foreign
countries
as
well
as
in
the
a
settlement
in
the
early
days.
di
the sale. It was many years ago
he must have been! The young with Co. F, 35th Reg. Engineers,
Supt. Gerrit P. Rooks of Zeeland honor in the Reformed denominaUnited States.
Today it is locatedon the hill east folks of today are not ________
POSTPONE
EXAMINATION
that this large boulder was placed
bothered
----he was
--- named
---- d pr
president
American ExpeditionaryForces.
F<
Then name “camp” is derived announcedyesterday that the cit tion when
of the fish ponds, but in the early
there. Undoubtedly many motorists
OF WEST OLIVE DRIVER
with cops on every comer armed
A proj- of generalsynod in 1926. Fo
The caption over the cut is "Amerfrom the passage in Judges where had applied for another WPA
days it was locatedsouth and east
have stopped at this shrine to see
with laws until you can’t rest. ica ana Her Allies.” Both European
ect this involving
of $9,- vears he had been a men.—.
of the present Country Club site,
Examinationof Herman Haase- the Scripture reads: "And they
what it was all about.
That’s the trouble,we have been
ard of educationof the Reformed
soldiers have their arms over the voort, 68, RFD No. 8, West Olive, stood every man in his place round 010 for sidewalTc repairs within
and the highway through it to Zeelawed to death, and have become
• • •
If this
project
---- --- — city.
--- J - -......
V V is
BO apI' —church.
— - .... He
* • V. VB variously
* («B
had served
land passed directlythrough the lawless because of it. What was American’s shoulders. They are on a charge of negligent homicide abount the camp.” The Gideons Zeeland
proved, there will be a government on the General synod committees
Black River, in those days, was present Holland Country Club prop"saving the world for Democracy." as a result of the death
deal of Charles have recently completed a camlaw
abiding yesterday has become
• • •
grant of $7,207 including the fed- of necrology,and history and requite navigable and allowed fishing erty. ^ The Old Groningen graveEugene Fischer,31, of Grand Rap- paign for membershipin local
law digression today. Anyway
eral labor provided, and Zeeland March; had been a member of the
smacks to come from Lake
Four of the five Robberte Bros., ids, in an automobile collision on churches.
' ______
Michi- yard is still there, and many of the
the sheriff got through sher- meat dealers, 114 West 16th St.,
up Black Lake and Black old pioneers, who knew of “Het after
I
Friday’s
organization
meetin will have to contributethe sum of hoard of publications and Bible
M21
west
of
Zeeland,
has
been
postschool work; member of the comL*ver. It was about the half-way Waterhuistje” and the early dev- iffing he became a cigar maker are now in the a.rmy of the World poned for two weeks. Haasevort is I has been called for the purpose o $1,803 toward the project.
and ran a shop in a wooden buildIt is anticipatedthat this proj- mittee on liturgy and member of
War and there is only one left to at liberty under a $500 bond.
junction between the Holland and elopment of the banks of Black
organizing into a permanentcamp
ing on the southeast comer of cut meat for customers.
Zeeland colonies. Near that spot, River, lie buried there.
business men in Holland, Zeeland, ect will be approved within the the seminary board of trustees. He
Eighth and Central, now the
in 1847, working men erecteu a
In later years a furniture shop
and Hudson ville. Camps are at next week or ten days. It pro- was a member of the editorial
Pieters block, which formerly
Bom to Rev. and Mrs. James
hut on Black River, to which they and a saw mill was erected. In the
present active in Grand Rapids,De- vides that the work will employ council of the Intelligencer-Leader,
housed the First State Bank and Veneklasen of Grand Haven, a son.
returned to spend the night after bend at the New Groningen bridge
troit, Jackson, Battle Creek, Bay forty-one men for the period of church publication, and one of its
column
story
of
how
B.
ArendsHolland Post Office.
Note: — Mr. Veneklasen was for- horst and sons, Wm. Arendshorst City, and Port Huron. Most of the three months after which time the ' constant contributors. Dr. Networking from early ’till late clear- was a large saw mill. The log boom
projectwill terminate and what is tinga’s most recent publication was
ing the lands in the neighborhood. and mill pond were just south of
merly from Zeeland and Mrs.
Postage stamps after having Veneklasen was formerly Miss and John Arendshorst of the Hol- churches in Holland and vicinity undone will be left.
a "History of the Reformed Church
This so-called hut was called “Het where that bridge is now located.
land Rusk Co. donated $25,000 are cooperating in the camp orbeen rubbed on your head will not
Holland adopted such a program in Michigan,” an article prepared
Waterhuistje’’ and was later dubbed In the early days a flatboat, called
Anna Schuilke of Holland, daugh- with which to buy the new Skinner ganizationhere. All interested
»s “Castle Garden.”Emmigrants the “mud turtle,” snaked the logs stick together. The Holland Post- ter of Prof. Schuilke of Hope col- pipe organ for Hope's new Memo- Christianbusiness men are invited two years ago and now has most for tho CentennialHistorical Encyhad gotten their first experience from Point Superior, now Wauka- master, Jacob G. Van Putten, is lege. She also was an accomplished rial Chapel. Another gift men- to attend the meeting, which will of its concrete walks in excellent clopediaof Michigan, as yet
y for that. Note:— But pipe organist.
unpublished.
condition.
at “Castle Gardne" in New York *oo, down Black Lake, up Black authority
tioned was $12,000 from Charles be held in the ballroomon the
Dr. Nettinga was granted a Docharbor, where they were given River, to this mill, negotiating all what will it do to the hair? Maybe
sixth
floor
of
the
tavern.
McLean
for
the
tower
chimes
in
* * *
tor of Divinity degree by Hope
HOLLAND TOWNSHIP’S
Daniel Den Uyl of this city, stu- memory of the late Mrs. McLean.
rigid examinationsand directed the bends in this winding, twisting make it "shine with glorifying highlight-allure” and many other flat- dent at M.A.C., East Lansing, was
VOTERS RE-REGISTER college in 1919.
properly. When they arrived to this river.
HOLLAND SUGAR MILL WILL
tering adjectivespoured out by a chosen as one of twenty men of the Note: — The splendid contributions
Funeral services for the deceased
vicinity, most of them in provinAt this late date there is scarcely
EMPLOY
MORE
THAN
are
in
constant
use.
We
are
debroadcasterdaily.
Holland townshipvoters should Reformed ihurch leader were held
college to go into officers’training lighted with them, but ten years
cial garb and wooden shoes, they enough water to float a rowboat,
200 MEN
not fail to take note of the fact Tuesday at 1:30 p.m., private, from
were directed from “Het
at Fort Sheridan. He is a gradu- later few remember who were
let Water- rather than a scow with logs, which
FORTY YEARS AGO TODAY
huistje,” told where to go and told indicatesthat the water In Black
ate of Holland high. His brother, responsible for making them a part
Applicationsfor employment for every voter in the township must the home, with formal servicesat
• • •
Lieut Simon Den Uyl, is now in of our great institution of learning. the 1938 season are now being tak- re-register this summer if he or she 2 p.m. from Hope Memorial chapel.
what to do. Some bought land at a River was much deeper and more
very nominal price, and a large navigable.Right near that bridge Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Ed Bertsch France.
en at the office of the Lake Shore desires the privilege to vote at the The remains lay in state at Nibbenumber of the farmers in the vi- there was also a half-way house a son, Sunday, »t Mill Creek.
Sugar Co., 345 West 14th St, ac- next ensuing primary electionto link-Notierchapel from 10 a.m. to
be held on September 13.
1:30 p. m. Tuesday. Interment
cinity of Holland and Zeeland to- where pedestrians could get re- Note:— and his name is Harris. He
Fire Chief C. Blom has given 33 ated on for appendicitisat Holland cording to Supt. Byron Paschal.
The township has by resolution took place in Pilgrim Home
day are the childrenand children’s freshments and beverages that is following the advice of Horace years of his life to the fire departApplications
must
be
in
by
Sept.
hospital is out of danger and doing
determined to establisha perma- cemetery.
children of those pioneers who were stronger than coffee. There Greeley, the Arctic explorer,who ment at Holland since he entered
nicely. Note:— He Ls the son of 10. Between 225 and 240 employ- nent registrationsystem, and, too,
-Surviving are the widow, two
visited “Het Waterhuistje" after were more oxen and few horses. said, “Young Man Go West and as a volunteer. Note: — Add 20
ees
will
be
required
at
the
peak
the mayor and now on the faculty
they arrived.
of the season, Mr. Paschal point- requires all voters to re-register sons, James, pastor of 89th St.
A trip to and from Zeeland from Seek Your Fortune.” Harris did more years to the chiefs record of Holland high.
It was also a place where freight Holland was a day’s undertaking. iuat that and is now in Oakland, and an enviablerecord it surely is.
ed out. Operations will begin either for that purpose, and those failing Reformed church in New York city,
• • *
and Paul, Chicago radio artist; a
and baggage of emmigrants were Anyway, that large boulder on the 3alif., identified with a nationally
late in Septemberor early in Oc- to re-registerduring the period
The
big
elephant
at
Lakewood
prescribed by law, as indicated by a daughter, Mrs. Alvin Neeval of
correlated, and this was especially Zeeland road will remain there for known fruit and canning enterprise.
Maurice Luidens of Olive has Farm has been named "Nancy." tober.
true of those who went to Zeeland. ages. It was erected more than a Mrs. Ed Bertsch resides on River been campaigningamong Holland
About 100 days will he required notice elsewhere in this paper will Westerlo,N. Y.; three sisters.
To show how primitiveeverything quarter of a century ago, marking ave., Holland. She is the sister of skop men. He is a candidate for This was decided by George Getz to process the beets this season, be denied the privilegeof voting, Miss Julia, Mrs. Dick Kreulen, and
after a names contest as to what
w“. th,« father of one old settler tbs spot for which It was intended Wm. Blom and C. Blom, Chief of treasurerof Ottawa county.
the plant working 24 hours per according to information released Mrs. John Vandenberg, all of Hull,
the quadrupedwould be called.
still living stated, “When we landed and fully deacribed on the copper the Fire Department.
• • «
day, seven days per week. Approx- bv Walter Vander Haar, township la.; ami five brothers,Catherinus
clerk.
of Hull, la., Tennis of Edgerton,
at that point we were compelled plate, found below:
• • •
Earnest C. Brooks of Holland Mrs. Isla Pruim of Zeeland an- imatelv 5,000 acres have been conCitizensinterestedliving in the Minn., Lolke of Wolsey, S. D.
to creep over the river on a wr*
large
The inscriptionis as follows: Fennville fanners are shipping has receivedword from the U. S. nounced the date of her coming tracted by the local plant this year,
Meinder of Hull, la., and two
•
tree lest we fall into the water.”
their blackberriesto Chicago for government directing him to report
to establish a new record since the eastern part of Holland township
marriage to Mr. Gordon Van Eenewill have the opportunity of re- grandchildren.
Jannes Van De Luyster, the
60c to 66c per crate.
In memory of Jannes Van
reopening
of
the
local
sugar
facfor duty at the Field Artillery <Jen- naam, a young attorney of MuskeAs yet no definiteaction has
registering at the office of the Wolgrand old man of Zeeland, and its
De Luyster and the early setts«l Officers’Training School at gon, a schoolmate friend at Zee- tory a few years ago.
verine Hatchery on Saturday been taken toward the selection of
founder, with his large band of
o
tlers of Zeeland,Vriesland and
Ralph Van Vorst of East Holland at one time. The announcepioneers, landed on Black River
Drenthe.
Mrs. A. Vander Werf and fam- afternoon, August 27, from 4:30 a successor to assume Dr. Nettinland, aged 21, was killed when his
ment was made at a bridge party
about a mile from the present site
team ran away. He was hauling a awaiting this call, recentlyhad his held at the Holland Country club. ily are occupying the cottage of p. m. till 8|00 p. m. Those missing ga’s duties. There remains a possi1847-1922
of Zeeland and built a snack on the
load of pickles to town when some- shoulder blade broken in an auto
John Arendshorst at Eagle Crest. this date will have to re-register at bility that the seminary board
‘HET WATERHUISJE’
Later the marriage is chronicledas
the clerk’s office or at the places might call a special session to
river bank, according to a manuone carrying a shining dinner pail tccident. He will, however, go
16 feet x 24 feet
taking place on Aug. 16, 1928. Mrs. O. Veneklasen of Chicago, and dates appointed in the notice, appoint a successor. The Rev. L. A.
script from the late Gerrit Van
These sturdy,God fearing pioon the street frightenedthe hones. immediately,as ordered.
daughter
of
Mrs.
Vander
Werf,
is
Note:— Mr. Van Eenenaam has
o
Brunsting of Sioux Center, la., Schelven of Holland. Apparently neers came from The NetherThe dashboard gave way and the
since been State Senator of their guest and Dr. O. Veneklasen
this was not far from “Het Waterlands and in June, 1847, landed
man fell between the hones and Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Stephan went Ottawa and Muskegon counties. was a week end guest at the cot- Arie Van Doesburg. secretary of presidentof the board of superin
the Pine Creek school board, Wed- tendente.
huistje," ao called.
from a ‘Flat Boat’ at the then
the wagon and the wheels passed
tage.
to Grand Rapids
they
. _ where
_________
y took in Mrs. Van Eenenaam has always
nesday waa in Lsnsihg where he
Another historic sketch goes into
bead of navI|«tion of Black
pvw his chest He died, almost RingUng
'
• • •
been an accomplished ' musical
Bros.’ circus. Note:
till greater detail. Rev. A..StegeThe large concourse of people atRiver at a point 71 rods south
instantly.He wae working on a
A
white
wild
crane
has
been
re- conferred with authoritiesof the
artist. Mr. Van Eenenaam is today
Well,
Abe
always
did
love
circuses,
state
loan
commission
in
regard
man, in his historic sketch of New and 16 rods east from this
tendingthe funeralservicee, as well
ported the past few days to have
turn owned by Allie Van Raalte of
deeply interested in the Allegan
no matter how many rings.
_____ sa the many floral contribuGroningen, states as follows: I
marker.
Holland. Funeral was held In
been seen on Lake Macatawa near to an $8,000 bond issue on which
oil fields.
“I remember the place on the
Ebenezer church.
. A log house with bark roof
Waukazoo by residentsin the area. voters' of the school district will tions, were mute evidence of the
• t a
TEN YEARS *AGO* TODAY
vote at a specia electionMonday, esteem in which townspeople,mem' >• a •
banks of Black River, over which known
‘Het Waterhulsje.’
Mrs.
L.
Kolean
of
Hamilton
was
August 29 at the Pine Creek school bers of churches of his own denomby “plaat”boats most of the housebuilt in the forest on the south
John
R.
Dethmers,
Ottawa
counAmong
the sick Spanish- AmerRichard Overweg,*city clerk for rescued, from drowning when rite
house at 8:30 p. m.‘ The bond will ination, and members of other dehold goods of the emmigrantswas
bank of the river, was their
ican war soldiers who arrived from 20 years, and now city treasurer came near falling into Rabbit river. ty prosecutor, left today on a
cover the district’s share of a new nominationshad held Holland’s
transported to Groningen, Zeeland, temporaryhome.
The bridge at that point is old and week’s trip in the Upper Penin- proposed$20,000 school building
Vriesland and Staatesland.At the
church leader.
This
aer
___ served
also for colonists
one of the decayed planks gave sula.
at Pine Creek, for which a PWA
spot where the Black River was
Preceding the service, Kenneth
arriving later and as a station
way.
In
desperation
the
lady
grant is bring sought.
crossed,a dock was built Here
R. Ofborne, Hope College organfor distribution of building
grasped
the
edge
of
the
structure
make the grade at the primaries.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. McLean and
they erected the “Waterhuistje
ist, presented a chime recital. A
material,'tools and supplies land, raised on the Lake Shore,
He is now in Lansing ana has been and remained lunging over the daughter,Betty Jean, .and son,
Jack Pollack,12 East Ninth 8*.. loudspeaking system, had
gat was called “Castle Garden." shipped by raft or scow _____
from
was a man-of-all-work. He spent for right years.
stream until her husband arrived James, have returned to their Cas- and Miss Bernice Carpenter
This hut was lived in by the Van
stalled in the chapel to <
Singaporeon the Kalamazoo
it clerk
with a rowboat and lowered the tle Park home, following a trip in Lansing were married a few weeks
• • •
Laare family who acted as care“city
the East
The New* of July 15 gave a terrified wife to safety.
ago at South Bend, Ind.
•
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THE HOLLAND CRY
HOLLAND Orr NEWS

HEKLAND PUCE FOR
MISSION FEST LABOR DAY

NEWS

COBB RECEIVES A COBB WHEN PASSES JUDGMENT ON HIM City Norse Gives
Holland
P.M. MAN 18 FETED AT
SELF WHEN HE JUDGES
Man Added a
Workings of Local *
TEMPLE
LIFE
Storybook Touch
Health Unit

Homer

sa w. 8* st
(SttoUklMd 1872)

of

The annual Mission Fest of the
three ChriatianRefonned churches
Approximately66 official! and Dr. Knixeura of Princeton Speaks.
(Muskegon Chronicle)
of Zeeland will be held Labor Day
Office - .
employes of the Pere Marquette Former Part Owner el Local
afternoon and evening at the ZeeMiss Ainu Koertge, dty health
Two Greater Muakegon softball
Piano Co. Also Here
land City Park. In U»e afternoon teams were eliminatedin the open- railroad, wives and friends,last
nurse, late last week released her
Rev. S. A. Dykstra, missionary to
Thursday evening met at the
ing round of the local district softMembers of the Holland Rotary annual report, a summary of which
China, will give an address in the
ball tournament at Norge field last Masonic hall to fete Willard A.
club were addressed at their reg- follows:
Dutch language, Rev. Baker, homeevening, with two Grand Haven Cobb, yardmaster at Waverly, who ular meeting in Warm Friend
missionary at large of the ChriaDuring the year a total of 430
and one Holland team surviving. retired from active service August Tavern last Thursday noon by Dr.
tian Reformed church, and Rev.
school calls and 1390 home calls
Along with the two local teams, 6 following 44
4J ----years of service John E. Kuitenga, professor of were made, 164 of these representRiUcers, Zeeland dassis’ own misa combination from Zeeland met with "the
“the road.”
road
Pipes were given apologeticsat Presbyterian Theosionary among the Indians, will
ing nursing cases. The remainder
defeat.
to Mr. Cobb and nine other com- logical Seminary, Princeton, New of the calls were made for the inalso speak. The Children’sHour,
The
opening
game
of
the eveJersey.
Dr.
Kuiienga
is
former
pany employes, who have retired
which proved so popular last year,
spection of communicable diseases,
ning, however, stole the spotlight during the past year, by their presi
president
.... of
. .................
Western Theological
„ ___
will again ________
be held. Musical numcalls on behalf of the clinics staged
as
C.
H.
Dykema,
big six-footer
friends. Honor guests,besidesMr. seminarv here, former pastor of in the city periodically, calls for debers, vocal and instrumental,will
from Holland,pitching for Dykema
Cobb, to receive the pipes were E. GrsafschapReformed church, and livery of birth certificates
interspersethe afternoon and eve------- ---------- and calls
Tailorsof Holland, contributedthe B. Rich, former agent in the city: was formerly on the Hope College
ning programs as well as band and
to arrange for care of patients.
deciding wallop, setting up a 12- Frank Harris. Wallace Haight, faculty.
orchestral music, furnished at
inning victory for himself over Everett Brandt, William Prince,
“Your opinions are frequently Clinics were conductedas fol*7— Ant1r*nt InwrrtcHon In
appropriate intervals.
Wowor* County.N. Y,
James Buttle*,Peter Ver Schure. evaluations and condemnations of lows: Two for crippled children,
In the. evening
ei
Rev. Schooland Muskegon Mobilgas, 6 to 3.
The big pitcher hit a home run Sam Kurrs, and Peter Smith. All yourself,” Dr. Kuizenga stated. two Michigan TuberculosisAssociawill address the audience on phases
that added a storybook touch to the
were present at the meeting except “Lives are like wax to receiveim- tion X-ray chest clinics, 10 chest
of his home missionary work and
-’Tore Thumb.' Ilr«tAmergame. The teams are limited to Mr. Haight, Mr. Kurrs and Mr. pressions, and like marble to retain clinics, five pre-schoolclinics,four
ican team locomotive,
a pageant giving a history of the
one hour of play unless the score Ver Schure.
used on B. & 0, IBM.
them. Every man wears glasses Couzen’s fund dental clinics, one
misaion work
)rk of f
the Christian Reis tied. In that event the game
oral deaf clinic, and one psycopathic
formed
church
will
also
be
given.
tt-Quewi Artnd ol fckjiura
Wives of local employesserved which he himselfmade, and through
This pageant was given so success- goes on to a decision. With two supper. Toastmasterat the meet- which he sees what he has made of clink for Kalamazoostate hospital.
killed In ouK) accident In
minutes to go, and only half the
Miss Koertpe has cooperated in
himself. When a man expresseshis
Switzerland. I93S.
fully several years ago in Muskesixth inning over, Dykema pitched ing was M. M. Cronk, trainmaster judgment in regard to life, he is
uious capacities with agencies in
gon. A large group of local talent,
at
Grand
Rapids,
while
F.
D.
MilJO— Fire ravage*thcnuand* ol
to four batters, and turned the
probably passing judgment on him- the city which devote themselves
directedby Mrs. Larry Van Haitacre* along the Little
ler, agent of the Pere Marquette
Miseoun River. 1890
sma, is preparingthis unusual trick in time to start the seventh line in the city, directedthe meet- self.” Illustrating his warning that wholly or in part to health and
frame. At that time the Muskegon
men ahould be careful in their con- welfare projects. These include the
treat. It promises to be a wonderJl— General Fremoni issued
Mobilgas team was leading 3 to 0. ing. William Grady of Grand demnation of others by drawing Woman’s LiteraryClub, sponsor of
ful
production
with
which
to
close
Rapids led group singing at the
order freeing*!av»* m
Hits Mighty Homer
examples from real life situations, baby and pre-school clinics and
the day’s activities.
Miwoua 1861.
Then, in the first’ half of the meeting. Buad Van Liere, accom- Dr. Kruizenga concluded,“There is providerof cod liver oil for babies;
A well suppliedcanteen will propanied
by
Merrick
Hanchett,
renseventh, one player was safe on an
an inevitable trend to interpret and Exchange Club, Goodfellows’founvide suitable refreshments and a
dered severalaccordion solos. Each
ft: 1— Asteroid Euphrosyn*was
day of inspirationand Christian error and Westerhof of Holland of the honored guests spoke briefly. color what you see by your own dation Rotary Club, care and transdtieoVtrtdby lames
portation of crippled children,
background."
Fergueon.18H
fellowshipia assured with the well singled.The next two battersconMr. Cobb was signally honored
tributed outs, and the game was
Honored «roest at the Rotary Juunior Welfare League, Lions Club,
developed program that is to be
-Treasury department or
about over when Dykema came to when he was presented with a club’s meeting was William L. blind fund, and the city health degiven.
ganlzed with Aleiander
the plate. The big pitcher then gorgeousbouquet of flowers from Bush, 79, of Denver, Colo., for- partment, includingCity Inspector
Harm) ton. secretary. 1789.
oliand shippers by Harry Harcrashed a home run over left field Ho"
part owner of the Bush A Ben Wiersma and City Health
•wnu
MICHIGAN GAS AND ELECTRIC wall, 230 feet away, to tie the rington,local business man. Let- merly
Lane Piano Co., of Holland,Walter Officer Dr. William Tappan, control
CO. MOVES OFFICES TO
game.
ters of appreciation in regard to Lane being the other partner of of disease and immunizationfor
In the 12th R. Dykema walked, Mr. Cobb’s record were read by Mr. the firm.
communicable disea.sefl.
TRAVERSE CITY AND
Another Link to Canada
Tripp singled, and successive Harrington. They were sent by the
Mr. Bush, who was lodged at
Because of the large number of
THREE RIVERS
doubles by Vangilder and C. H. Federal Baking Co., the Charles Warm E’riend Tavern during his calls made, Miss Koertge did not
Karr
Co.,
and
by
Eld
Van
Dyke
on
Dykema
added
three
runs.
The
big
The Thousand Islands InterThe Michigan Public Service Co., Holland pitcher, in additionto his behalf of the Hart & Cooley Mfg. stay in Holland,has been a mem- complete all her school inspections.
ber of the Chicago Press club for Besides school and home calls, she
national Bridge officially opened which has had its offices in the
hitting, allowed iust three hits, two Co. A box of cigars was presented over 50 years. He was at one time
spent three days at a health conthia week will stand as another Sentinel building on West Eighth in the first and one in the 12th by Mr. Cronk to Mr. Cobb on bean opera singer with the Redpath ference at Ijinsing,one day at
St. for some time, will move its inning, pitching 10 hitless frames half of a fellow employe of the
iiible link binding the United
and Clayton Bureau, Chicago. He, Grand Rapids at Teachers’ Instiequipment about Sent. 1 to its in between.
Pere Marquette. An attached note in 1891, sold to the Edison Co. the tute, one day at a health conferStates and Canada.
new headquarters in Traverse City,
read, “You being the finest man I first arc-lightingplant in Chicago, ence at Muskegon, one trip to
Grand Haven Teams Win
Along with the Ambassador where it expects to be stationedby
In the other two games on last ever worked for, I give you a box which he had established. Mr. Bush Grand Haven to consult with ProBridge, which connects Detroitand Sept. 6. The company will occupy evening’sprogram, Keller Tools of of cigars." J. A. Gridware, super- is now affiliatedwith the Ruby Hill
bate Judge Cora Vande Water, one
the second and third floors of
.....
.
the
Grand Haven defeated the Zeeland intendent, of Grand Rapids; Harry Oil A Gas Co. of Denver, Colo. He trip to Cutlerville for a consultaWindsor, and the numerous other
Woolworth building in Traverse Cream Tops 9 to 2, with Waskin Harrington and Austin Harrington,
was a charter member of Chicago tion with Dr. Mulder, six classes in
tgtygM already spanning boundary City, according to W. C. Blanchard,
allowing the Zeeland team just local businessmen, gave brief ad- No. 1 Rotary club. Rotary was child care, five trips to clinics at
thia new structureit both presidentof the company.
three hits and with L. Brazda and dresses,praising the retiredmen, founded by Paul Harris, attorney Grand Rapids, and 134 conferences
i of practicalintercoorae Officers of the concern at its new H. Deremo each gettingtwo to pace and the Pere Marquette line for its for Mr. Bush in Chicago.
with other health
welfare
location will bej president, Mr. the Grand Haven attack.
excellentservice to the city.
between the two countries and a
workers.
Blanchard;vice-president,0. H.
Casern ier Foods of Grand Haven
MANY VISIT OIL FIELDS
Mr. Cobb, “the man with the
symbol.
Wing: secretary-treasurer,
W. L eliminatedthe Carl Store team of
The strongesttie* that hold Can Campbell; sales manager, H. E. Muskegon Heights 6 to 5 in a close most friends in Holland,” respondA number from here visited the
ed, expressing his appreciationto
Mrs. Peter Croak of Holland was
adf and tha United States in the Davis; assistant sales manager, one, with a single by Boyink, and those staging the affair. In refer- oil fields near Hamilton during the
operated on, Sunday, at Douglas
H. B. Lynn; rate engineer, C. M. error on VamierMeiden'sfly ball,
week
and
saw
a
new
"gusher”
come
hoods ol warn friendshipare not
Reed; auditor, C. G. Baker; pur- and a single by L. Rycenga winning ence to his work, which he said he in. Work is progressingat all four hospital.
ol iteel and concrete.
chasing agent, B. M. Graham; the game in the last of the seventh, had enjoyed wholeheartedly, he of the oil exploration
operations
>Tc
added, "Duty is the sublimest of
They are forged by similarity of assistanttreasurer, G. H. Ramsey; which started with Carls ahead 5 words."
around Fennville.Wells are bein
drilled and daily progress noted
ahna, understanding of each other’s and accounting dept., H. Decker, to 4. Rycenga's single scored two
Local businessmen attending the
' mn
W. E. Ethenngton
and C. W. runners.
with interest, many persons visitproblems,faith in each other’s Wangen.
banquet included Harry Harring- ing the oil fields daily. At the Todd
honesty and friendly intentions.
ton,
Austin
Harrington,
Ed
Slooter,
The MichiganGas and Electric
farm three shifts are working and
GIRLS NEAR-TWINS
Peter Ver Burg, Carl Harrington,
When great countriesin Europe Co., which was formerly combined
the hole is now down over 500 feet
THOUGH UNRELATED Willis De Cook, Burton Nabe.
‘rhuis, and that at the Hill farm has now
are watching with anxiety the with the Public Service Co., and
John Woldring, and Albert Brink. reached about the same depth.
which likewise had its offices in the
maneuvers of millions of men in Sentinel building,has been moved
Harry De Maar, Pere Marquette
v
Mrs. Hannah, of Montvale, and
arms, Canada and the United States to Three Rivers.
agent at Grand Haven, also atMrs. Osborne, of Allendale, sharing
A local appearing in the Holland
tended,
as
did
the
following
Grand
watch with deep satisfactionthe
a room at Hackensack hospital,
City News, relativeto Bernard
opening of a new avenue of travel OTTAWA BEACH HAS
New Jersey,met for the first time Rapids delegation:J. A. Gridware, Raterink of Zeeland,has been misNEAR TRAGEDY SUNDAY after they had babies on the same superintendent;William Grady, construed as being Bernard Ratand commerce between them.
terminal trainmaster; C. L Mcday— both girls.
erink, a young man of 16 years of
Mrs. Ann De Tratpane, 23, 1542
Grain, chief dispatcher; P. K.
Holland Township. This is untrue.
Here's
what
across-the-room
conCONNELLY, PRIVATE CITIZEN Francis Ave., Grand Rapids, and
Pierce, trainmaster; Frank ManThe Holland Townshipboy is wellMiss Margaret Pirozzo, 21, 43 versationrevealed:
ning, division engineer; H. S. behaved, and the person involved
Grant St., Grand Rapids, were They have the same first names Cross, chief superintendent’sclerk;
(Grand Rapids Herald 1
is altogether a differentperson,
rescued from the waters of Lake — EMna. Their husbands have the and Fred Keeler,chief representaird F
‘ • • is the son of Mr.
Bernard
Raterink
Michigan Sunday about 4:30 p. m., same first names — Harold. Their tive of the general superintendent
William M. Connelly,for the last
and
Mrs. George Ratrink, and the
babies
will
have
the
same
names
at Detroit.
when a heavy undertow again
News stands corrected.
mraral yean manager of Dfre struck the local lake area at Ot Patricia Edna.
Chamber of Commerce of Holland, tawa Beach.
Their husbands’ birthdays are in
Mrs. De Tratpane was rescuedby the same month. Each couple has
Mlelt, is now a private citisen for
Fred Bocks, Jr., rural route No. 4, been married three and a half
the first time in twenty yean. Perand after having been given arti- years. The babies were their first.
haps it may seem a bit strange to ficial respirationby Curtis Baldus,
Both mothers are blue - eyed
Mr. Connelly thus to be out of life guard at the beach, was treated brunets. They wear the same size
nublie life for a time and certain at Holland hospital. Miss Pirozzo clothes. Their husbands are of the
was rescued by an unidentified same religion, a different one from
It is that all of Ottawa county will
person.
that of the wives, which ia the
miss his active mind and physical Members of the Holland coast same.
I wish to
the
of a
Store Phone
guard station crew also partici- E!ach couple has a dog named
Many yean ago Mr. Connelly pated in the rescue. Members of Spot.
Dental Office in the
the crew were Chief Boatswain’s
And both mothers and both
was a member of the Ottawa Coun
Mate Alfred Anderson, Emmett babies are doing nicely.
on Tuesday,
23, 1 p.
ty road commission. His insistence Foster, Carl Walters and Robert
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Dance-Movies-Fun
EVERY NIGHT
ON THE

SCREEN—

Fri.. Aug. 26 —

”My BiH”-Kay Francis

Sat., Aug. 27— “Port of Seven Seas”— Wallace Beery

Sun., Aug. 28— ‘The Crowd Roara”— Robert Taylor
Mon., Aug. 29— “Sky Giant”— Richard Dix
Tues.,

Aug.

Wed., Aug.

30

31

— “Haring a Wonderful Time"Ginger Rogers

—

“I’ll

Give a Million”-Warner
Baxter

Thurs., Sept l_“Hunted Men"-Lloyd Nolan
Eri., Sept.

2

—

— "Little Miss Broadway”

Shirley Temple

AUTOMOTIVE

- -

•

piwC'

woman who

MAKE A DATE FOR TONIGHT!
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Replacement Parts
Have Moved Into Their New Home at

NOTICE
announce

109-113

EAST EIGHTH

opening

TREE T— Holland

S

3821— Residence Phone 3920

new Mass Building

August

upon the constructionof concrete Bush. Medical treatment was given
highways won him the nickname at Holland hospitallate Sunday to
of “Concrete BiH” Whether this Robert Gusta, two-and-a-half-yearold son of Mr. and Mrs. Pas Gusta
may have been applied originally of Chicago, 111., who also were
In derision doesn’t matter.The fact members of the party which inis that Ottawa county and all of cluded Mrs. De Tratpane and Miss
Pirozzo. Young Gusta became sudMichigan benefltted through the denly ill while he was attendingthe
impetus he gave to the use of outing.
concrete in highway construction
Later on Mr. Connelly went to
Roughneck Starlings Gang

the State Senate and there for sev

era! terms gave of his best for the

Mr. Arie

PHONE
Office Hours:

ton of stage and

known

screen, the best

radio coraemntators, the

news reel concerns and reams upon
reams of stuff sent out to newspa
pars and magasineahave brought
the name of Holland, Mich., to the
front and of Tulip Time u a real
rhral of the famous rose festival
•t Pasadena, Cal. The development

^8888888888?

directly, thus giving dealers in
Holland and vicinity better service
which carrieswith it sound advice
from factory salesmen as well as
^8888888888CT^>ag»g»g»ggg^g^ field men. This cannot help but
bring knowledgeto purchasers of
The firm known as the Auto- equipmentrelatingto those partimotive Replacementparts is now cular line of products.
Mr. De Visser aiso has installoccupyinga double store at 109ed the latest of equipment in113 East 8th Street. Through dint

LOAN ASS’N

LOANS
Quick Personal

Loan

NO DELAY

HOLLAND
LOAN

down to their feeding.
Never once during the attack
upon the hawk did so much as a
single bird leave the formation,
and the entire battie was carried

-

Service

10

•ver & may be who obtains his
aarvkea will be the gainer.

rom an

appendectomy; Edgar
upprecht, an instructor at the
School, was dismissMonday.

large

building

number

of

at

new

Automotive Parts-increasing the number to more than

eighty lines. By handling this large

number

ing direct from the manufacturersMr.

De

of

products and buy-

Visser is able

to give

cluding a “Bear" auto frame

of hard work and square dealing straightener and wheel aligner.
Mr. De Visser has built up an en- This service is unique in that the
terprise that demanded consider- nearest “B ear” devices are in
ably more room, and he purchased Grand Haven and Grand Rapids.
the double store directly across Cornelius (Casey) Klomparens,
from fire station No. 2 in the first who received factory schooling in
ward. When Mr. De Visser start- Rock Island, 111., is in charge of
ed in a humble way he also oper- this work.
ated a used car station, and hanMr. De Visser pointed out that
dled junk, but in the fall of 1937
Mr. Klomparens has helped make
he turned this part of the business
driving safer through correction
over to his son, Harry De Visser,
of steering and frame fault. Mr.
so that he could devote more time
to tihe Auto Replacement! parts De Vissers aim has been to add
to the business and give better
which is now installedin a very service as his company expands.
fine headquarters, centrally locatMr. Arie De Visser invites folk
ed.
from Holland and vicinity to call at
Since Mr. De Visser is now well- the double store and come and see
equipped at the new stand, he has
convenient, well-arranged auto
made connectionswith 80 different parts establishment, located *t
manufacturing concerns from 109-113 East 8th Street, Holland,
whom products are being purchas- Mich.

factory field

men. About

a year ago the latest type “BEAR”

Dynamic Wheel Balancer and Correction equipment was

installed

one in this vicinity. Casey Klomparens is in

this being the only

charge. Casey attended instruction school at the “Bear” factory.
Five years ago Mr.

De Visser

started the

company at

126 East 8th

Street.

Automotive

Replacement Parts
Now Located

at

109-113 East 8th

St.

Phone 3821— Residence 3920
Holland, Mich.

ASS’N.

W. Eighth St.

^888888883888388888838!

MEN’S

SWEATERS

^888888888888883888888?

Sizes 36 to

AFFECTIONS
by

46

of

any

of

the

following parts may be caused

NERVES impingedat the

spine by a sublimatedvertebra;

If

Your Back Aches

IF YOUR back aches you are in misery. Bat yea
need not continue in thia state, for spinal ad astro ents correctthe CAUSE of this trouble. The nee
of oar modern method usually brings relief quickly
and permanently.
i

LOANS

--

what-

new

Telephone 3175

Mr. Connelly is one of those
Those at Douglas hospital re
•nargatic, resourceful personages eently are: Warren Hill, of Sauwho loves to think up things and atuck, underwent a^ tonsillectomy;
fra. C. Jerue
----- of Fennville is to
than execute them. In his capacity
>e dismissed following a major
If . manager of the Chamber of
operation;Mbs Rosa Fitch, Glenn
Commerce of Holland he has done |o receive medical treatment; Abmany things for which future gen. bott G. Davb.Jr..Saugatuck, was
ism Used, following a tonsillec•rations of the dtixeni of that
tomy; Mrs. Susaman of Glenn was
thrivingdty will thank him. Today releasedhaving receivedtreatment
Bill GonnoDy for the first time in or an infected finger; Mrs. Harry
S8 years is Just a private citizen Clark and baby son, Harnr Lee,
hat we are willing to gamble at Jr., of Pullman, Allegan County,
were dismissed Sunday; Mrs. John
least a thripeoee that be will not
aylord of Fennvillewas admitted
be a privatedtisen for long. Soma,
nday;
— ty; Gonzalez Crus of Fennville
body will draft him for the services '** released having recovered
.

58838? ed

LOCAL ACCESSORY FIRM HAS
MOVED TO NEW qUARTERS

HOLLAND

birds settled

...

on a

his

the Dealers in Holland and vicinity better service and help from

rushed at the larger bird, but this
time they flew past him at one side
and then, still in compact and perfeet formation, made a complete
)le
circuit of the now badly harried
hawk.
Severaltimes they repeated their
maneuvers, driving the hawk farther and farther from their home
grounds. At last the leader appeared to decide that the enemy
was thoroughly routed and no further attacks were necessary and
starlings, still in formation,rushed
back to their own location, where
the formation broke ranks and the

out with as perfectdiscipline as a
company of German shock troops
;oing over the top
^ into no-man’s
of that event will stand as a na- and, giving the impression that
the moves were all planned and
tional memorial to Bill Connelly directed by a thinking individual.
for many yean yet to come.

ha can reader and whoever or

except Weds. 9-12

De Visser recently moved into

for any emergency.

few years ago Mr. Connelly ing on US-27, a short distance
took up the Job of manager of the south of Ithaca, Mich.
10 W. Eighth St.
Holland Chamber of Commerce. The starlings, estimated by obWhat he has done for Holland over servers to number approximately
100 individuals, made their attack
Telephone 3175
these years will stand as a per- in a compact body and apparently
petual monument to his energy and under military disciplineimposed i%888338S88388888838
foresight and ability.Industries by a leader.The group of birds,
have been brought to Holland, fljdng from two to three times as
fast as the hawk, swept upon him
many of which Grand Rapids ought from the rear, then wheeled to one
to have had. General energy was side, turned about and returned
injected into everythin* having to toward their starting point. Once
more they wheeled about and
do with Holland's welfare.

tiaing of the nation. Famous ac

U5—

Evenings by appointment

No Endorsers

A

all the various avenues of ad ver

12;

G

109-113 East 8th St. where he has taken
lines of

Up on Hapless Hawk

A mass attack by a flock of starlings upon a large hawk which had
hobbies and many an important and either attacked one of their number
beneficial piece of legislation bears or which they feared was about to
attempt such an attack was rehis name.
cently witnessed by motoristsdriv-

and moat unique but it has attracted more recently to Holland

9-

2621

$25.00 to $300

of Michigan. Roads still were his

only is this festival most colorful

Hoeksema

Dr. W.

LOANS

interest of his district and for all

The greatest accomplishment of
William M. Connelly as manager
of the Chamber of Commerce was
the development of the Tulip Time
festival Into a nationalevent. Not

m.

The Fastei you Pay the
Leas

It

Costs

BRAIN

$4.50 J
SPECIALLY PRICED AT V
Values to

COAT STYLE

EYES

EARS
NOSE
THROAT
RMS
EART

with zipper

and buttons.

SUPOVEB STYLE

H0LUND
W. Eighth St

BUY SOW FOR COOL DAYS

Telephone 8175

P. S.
MWestBtb Su

BOTER & CO.
Holland

the key to health because it carries
the nerve system feeding every organ of the body
with vital energy. A slight sprain of the backbone
pinches the nerves and causes backache. Spinal adjustments remove thia pressure,end relief quickly

Crimra.

NOW

la the time to get rid of that backache. Onr
twenty-covenyearn of experience in successfully

.UNGS
LIVER

LOAN ASS’N
10

THE SPINE is

Phone 3636

handling sock eases are at your disposal.

MACH

"TO FEEL YOUNG SEE DE JONGE”

‘PANCREAS

KIDNEYS .

.

BOWEL
ROE BOWEL
AL ORGANS
AND LEGS

’-T-"

JOHN DE JONGE
Licenced Chiropractor
.

80

WEST BTH

ST.

Phone 2479
Zeeland— Phone 187

THE HOLLANP CITY
the

mi-Br in

OTTAWA COUNTY

Berlin Fair. Mr. Arnold invites all
residents of the county to look
the members’ work which will
be placed in the Club Building at
College,for pnrpoaea of selecting
•Berlin Fair, August 29-September
raem
_______
______
_ __
__
mbera
who will
compete
at De- 2nd.
troit SUte Fair, drew 46 OtUwa
conteatanta to the Agricultural

The annul 4-H eliminationconover
teata, staged at Michigan SUte

College.

ConteaUntawere divided as

fol-

low!: cropa judging, 8; dairy judg.
»ng, 8: poultry judging, 6; canning
and clothingconteat,16.

A soil conservationteam consisting of Lawrence Schmidt and Bill
Fwrchild of Cooperaville, put on a
demonstration before club officials
and Soils Service officials from
Washington, D. C. The boys selected the newly formed soils district of OtUwa County for this
subject. Colored slides, showing effects of erosion,grass plantings,
seed beds, etc., were used to illustrate the discussion.

A poultry team, Henry GeerImgs and Virigil Jansen, Zeeland,
gave a fine demonstration on vaccination of fowls.

HOLLAND MEN DRAWN ON
CIRCUIT COURT JURY

Thc operating room at the Community hospital at Douglaa and
also the utility room on the second floor have been redecorated
and a new light has been ordered
for the operating room, an ad-

LATHAM

NEWS

WILL SPEAK SUNDAY
Mr. and Mrs. Frod Ensing at
children and Harm Ensing of Forest Grove visited Mr. and Mrs.
George Ensing and family on Sunday evening.

dition which has been a real need.

George Van Koeveringpf Zee-

and and John Y. Huizenga of HolDirkse, land township have been elected as
John Ruster, Albert Graska and additionalmembers of the OtUwa
Joseph Van Loo of Grand Haven,
Joseph Donner of Spring Lake,
Lewis Wallinga of Allendale, KJaasen of this city has been electClaude Kloosterhouse of Crockery,
ed treasurer and chairman of the
Franklin Reister of Chester, Hercommittee, members of
man Zimmermanof Grand Haven finance
which are Corey Van Koevering of
township, Bert Gemink of Olive,
Zeeland; and Russell Burton, MarArlie Bunnell of Polkton, Gerrit
Idema of Robinson, Henry Heers- vin Lambers, Teunis Den Uyl and
Simon Hillebrand,all of Holland.
pinck of Port Sheldon and Mrs.
Arrangementshave been made for
Lillian Brown of Wright, are north
Toy-for-Govemorrally, to be
OtUwa residentsdrawn today for a
held in this city in late August, at
the circuit court jury for the Sepwhich Toy will appear as headline
tember term. The term opens Sept. speaker.
6 with Judge Fred T. Miles on the
White Shirt Brigade Also to Have Part in Services
bench.
Lance
B. Latham and the White Lake Harbor, Mich. He will speak
Other jurors are Cecil Beck and
Shirt brigade will be guests at Im- at the service Sunday evening.
Henry Grasmeyer, both of Holland,
The White Shirt brigade,under
William Padding of Zeeland townmanuel Church Sunday evening in
direction of Mr. Latham, will renship, Tony Steen of Blendon, Althe Armory.
der special sacred numbers.
bert Tate of Georgetown, Bernard
Mr. Latham is the pastor of the
De Pree of Holland township,MarNorth Side Gospel center, Chicago, On Sunday morning Rev. Charles
r. Fields will occupy the pulpit of
tin DeGroot of Jamestown, John
and director of Camp Michidune at
Immanuel Church.
Keikenveldt of Park and Charles
Millard of Tallmadge.

Guy Hitsman, John G.

Henry Brower is seriously ill at
his home.
*v«». neiiry
Rev.
Henry mnaera,
Rlkkers, missionary
missions
from Ship Rock, New Mexico, will
give a talk on his work, in the lo-

GENERAL PRIMARY

cal church, next Sunday evening,

August 28.
Miss Jemina Ensing, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. George Ensing, won
a beautifulgold watch in a contest
recentlly.

Mr. Chas. Bosch accompanied by
a group of young people motored
to Eastmanville to conduct the services at the infirmary.
Local folk attended the De Vreo
reunion on Wednesday.
Dale Arts of Holland spent a
few days with his cousin, Kenneth
Arts, during the past week.
Artx,

EliCTION
NOTICE

IS

HEREBY GIVEN, That a
Election will be held in

-

General Prlouiry

the

*

'

City of Holland, State of Michigan

-

Mr. and Mm. William Koopman

ON
and sons visited with Mr. and Mra.
-..v
Corneal Patnos of Forest Grove.
The families of Mr. and Mra. Geo.
Art* of Holland,and Mr. and Mra.
Fred Artz enjoyed a wiener roaat
Friday evening.
Student Rolf Veenatra conducted
T
the servicea here Sunday.
At the place or places of holding the Election in say City
Mr. and Mra. George Van Ham
as indicated below, viz:
ber.
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS
and family of Grand Rapids visited
AAAAaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
_-ee
bovs
fi
Three boys from the Beechwood
Mr. and Mrs. George Ensing on
HOLD ANNUAL PICNIC AT
( hurch and home should cooperate
School, Holland,were Uken to East
Thursday evening.
WARD — Lincoln School, Columbia
FREDRICKS’ BEACH
in the education of children beLansing August 22-23 to compete
Wi
Mrs. Peter De Weerd
visited her
ftvvYVVVVVvvTvvvvvvVVffy
11th St.
cause the educational program is
m wood identification. If successparents, Mr. and Mrs. Sprick of
continuous.The home supplements
CITY MISSION
ful they will be sent to the Detroit
Vriesland on Friday.
The Veterans of Foreign Wars
the church, and the church shares
Fair.
Mr. and Mra. Fred Ensink atheld their annual picnic at Fred51-63 E. 8th St.
WARD — Second Story of Engine Rou
the responsibilities of the home.
tended the Meyers reunion in Johnricks’ Beach last Saturday afterSummer club work will close in
Geo. W. Trotter, Supt.
No. 1, 63 West 6th St.
I he home is an educationalinstison Park.
noon. Over one hundred people atSeptember. Members must display
Sat., 8 p. m. — Open Air Service tution and wields a tremendous inNews was received here that Mr.
tended. After a five-inningball on the lot east of Mission.Music fluence in molding the characterof
an exhibit at some local event.
game between the Post and Auxil- by Brass Trio and Mrs. Helen children and youth. The home and Mrs. Irvin Brower of GrandG. A. R. Room, Basement Floor, City
Most members will display at the
ville are the proud parents of a
iary they all had time for a dip in Braell, and also testimonies.
Hall, Cor. River Ave. arid Tlth St.
should provide an educational atdaughter; and Mr. and Mra. HenLake Michigan arfter which tjhe
Sunday, 1:30— Bible School.
mosphere, give Christian instrucry
Ruiper
of
Vriesland,
a
daughgames were started.The small At 2:30 — Song, music, message tion, and engage in Christian acWashington School, Cor. Maple
ter. Mrs. Kuiper was Miss Gerboys and girls had a peanut scram- and praise.
tivities.
trude Brink befi
ble followed by a pop drinking confore her marriage.
and 11th St.
Sunday, 6:30
Junior Prayer
The
task of being a father intest, sucking through nipples,for Band.
volves at least three factors.Faboys. Then old man sunshine tried
WELL I SWAN
At 7:30— EvangelisticService.
thers should love their children.
F IF T H
1st. Precinct— Polling Place, College
to turn the Veterans down but the
Special music. George Trotter •Naturehas largely cared for this
Veterans of Foreign Wars just will be the speaker.
and
19th St.
matter Fathers should understand Around Shinnecock Bay on Long
couldn’t be outdone. They say that
Tuesday, 7:30 — Special service. their children. This involves sym- Island Sound there is a large flock
2nd. Precinct — Longfellow School,
every dark cloud has a sliver linSpeaker from Marantha Bible pathy, love and persistent study to of European swans. . . apparently
24th St.
ing. After a short wait in the Conference.
determine the right relationship to they escaped from some Long Israin, everybody packed up and the
Wednesday, 7:30 — Young Peo- children. Fathers should educate land estate and quickly revertedto
caravan started for the Veterans’ ples Fellowship Club.
Van Raalte Ave. School House,
and guide their children. They their wild state. . as is their wont.
Hall at River Ave. Then the picnic
should make the necessary finanVan
Raalte Ave. between 19th
startedanew. After a real, honestcial provision for the educationand
and 20th SU.
to-goodness picnic supper the CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
training of their children. A fagames for men, women, boys and
Services in Warm Friend Tav- ther owes it to his child to share
girls of all ages, shapes and sizes ern.
companonshipwith him; to give
were run off. The most attractive
For the purpose of placing in Nomination by all Political
Sunday service, 10:30 A. M.
the necessary advice; to guide in
game was one for men and women.
Subject: “CHRIST JESUS."
the pathway of life, and to set a
parties participatingtherein,Candidates for
The wives hung peanuts on the
Wednesday Testimonial meeting, proper example in the major rethe following Offices,viz :
To the voters oi Allegan
Jo*: ___
»
husbands’ faces but excluding the 8:00 P. M.
lationship of human experience.
hair on the head, or below their
County:
adam’s apple. The prizes went to CALVARY BAPTIST CHURCH
STATE
Mr. and Mrs. Harold West and to
I shall be very glad to have
Coner Central Ave. and 10th St.
Expires Nov. 12
Mr. and Mrs. Shud Althuis. The
Governor, Lieutenant Governor.
Woman’s Literary Bldg.
first prize winners had 27; second
Republican Candidate
MORTGAGE SALE
your vote for
10 A. M. — Morning Worship with
of
23. After this everyone enjoyed
Default having been made In the
Ottawa County
some community singing and shuf- a guest speaker.
conditions of certain mortgages
11:20 A. M.— Bible School.
flle games. Refreshmentsfor the
FOR SALE — Gas range, BeautiRegister
6:30 P. M. — A young people’s signed and executed by Carl Shaw
grown folk and the boys and girls
Representative in Congress.
and Eva L. Shaw, his wife, as fol- ful, de luxe model. Original coat,
meeting full of interest.
were not lacking.
$125.00.Used only short time;
7:30 P. M.— Evening evangelis- lows:
On The Republican Ticket
The picnic committee certainly
leavingcity. Will sacrificefor cash.
tic service.
First: That mortgage dated Ocdid a good job of it. General chairRegister of
LEGISLATIVE
Telephone 8506, Holland. c 3t33
A
stirring
song
service
of
songs
man Gerrit Klomparenswas assistn’ L914.’ t0 Martin Dykema
Holland,
Michigan,
as
morted by his committees of Paul Wo- that you love to sing begins the
At the Primary Election
FOR SALE — Good rebuilt Electric
Senator, Representative.
jahn and Shud Althuis and other meeting. Special vocal numbers by gagee, recordedon October 13
Washer. Phone 9575, Holland.
Primaries, September 13, 1938
September 13, 1938
willing workers, Frank Jillson,Ben Roger Kuiken. There will also be a 1914, in Liber 111 of Mortgages,
Page 531, in the office of the Reg- OFFICE WORK WANTED — SenRoos, Nell Klomparens, Marie Roos guest speaker.
ister of Deeds of Ottawa County;
ior High School graduate wishes
and
Aurilia Althuis.
Prosecuting Attorney, Sheriff, County Clerk, County TreasYOUR SUPPORT WILL BE
and which said mortgagewas duly
to obtain office work. Has had two
assigned to Albert H. Meyer on
years of typing and shorthand, urer, Register of Deeds, Auditor in Counties electing same,
APPRECIATED
Our next regular meeting will be
October 25, 1919, by assignment
and
one year of bookkeeping; Circuit Court Commissioners, Drain Commissioner, CoronThursday,Sept. 8 at 7:45 p. m.
Otsego, Michigan
recorded in said Register of Deeds’
also
some office experience.
ers, Surveyor, and such other Officers as may
.•
Ladies Auxiliary meets same evenoffice on October 14, 1920, in LiWrite box J c/o News.
nominated at that
r
ing in the G.A.R. Room, City Hall.
j 9l°,{ MortSa&es.Page 454;
and which said mortgage was duly WANTED— To Borrow $6,000 or
THE POLLS of said election will be open 7 o'clock a. m.
Our picnic was well attendedand
$6,000 on downtown buninesg
assigned to Fred Ter Haar and
we surely had a fine turn-out. Our
property. 1st Mortgage. Address and will remain open until 6 o’clock p. m. of said day if
August 28, 1938.
Mary Ter Haar, his wife, or to the
good pal Adolph was generalchairBox 35 in care of the Holland election.
survivor of either, on October 23,
• • •
man, and he showed us how to put
City News.
Eli— Responsibilityfor Others— 19?,2’ by assignmentrecorded in
on a real picnic. For further par- —I Samuel 3:11-14 4:12-18.
said Register of Deeds’ office on
OSCAR PETERSON, City Clerk
ticulars look elsewhere in this isOctober 26, 1922, in Liber 97 of FOR SALE — Team of horses, 10
WWW
and 11 years old, weight 2,600.
sue. Although old man sunshine
Henry Geerlings
Mortgages, Page 555.
Walter Pullen,2 miles east of
turned us down, Wojahn came to
• * •
Second: That mortgage dated
Allegan on M-118.
the rescue and suggested that We
Eli was the fourteenthin the list April 16, 1923, to Fred Ter Haar
have our picnic at the V. F. W. of fifteen judges who played a con- and Mary Ter Haar, his wife, or
hall. Remember the old saying that spicuous part in the life and des- to the survivor of either, of Holevery dark cloud has a sliver lin- tiny of the twelve tribes after the land, Michigan, as mortgagees, reing. Away we went and our pic- death of Joshua and Caleb. He corded on May 1, 1923, in said
nic turned out to be the biggest acted as judge over a period of for- fepter of Deeds’ office,in Liber
and best on record. Even Harold ty years, and was eminent for 140 of Mortgages, on Page 7.
West showed us something new. piety and usefulness.
Third: That mortgage dated
His wife had him all trimmed up
His sons took advantage of the June 29, 1927, to Thos. H. Marsilje
Holland, Michigan, August 17, 1938
with peanuts. His eyes, ears, nose absence of their father from home of Holland, Michigan,as mortWHEREAS, the owners of the property abutting on the al- and tonsils and with peanuts here, on spiritual missions,and develop- gagee, recorded on July 20, 1927,
there and everywhere, it was a good ed along lines that threatened the in Liber 136 of Mortgages, on
ley in Block 17, Southwest Addition, except West 88 feet, in
thing some manager of some too religious life of all the people. Page 380, in the officeof said hegthe City of Holland, situated and being between 15th and didn’t see him. Good boy, Harold. Their behavior around the Taber- ister of Deeds; and which said
16th Streets, and running from Maple Avenue to Washingnacle on public occasionswas dis- mortgage was duly assigned to
Glad to have Comrades Parsons reputable.When the father learn- Fred Ter Haar on January 14, 1928,
ton Blyd., except West 88 feet thereof,have petitionedthe
and Clark with us again. Let’s get ed that his sons were sensual and by assignment recorded January
Council to vacate, discontinue and abolish said alley,
them all out, fellows.
morally incapable of leading the 23, 1928, in Liber 141 of MortTHEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Common
people into fellowshipwith God he gages, Page 228, in said RegisCouncil of the City of Holland, deem it advisable to vacate,
Comrade Siersma says he is head rebuked them, but their habits had ter of Deeds’ office.
discontinue and abolish the alley lying between 15th and over heels in work on the farm, already been formed and they paid
And whereby the power of sale
16th Streets, and running from Maple Avenue to Washing- but half of the time he has to use no attentionto what he had to say. contained in said mortgages has
a rowboat to get around.
FOR
The saying that “they knew not become operative,and no suit or
ton Blvd., except West 88 feet thereof, described as follows:
* • *
the Lord” gives us a perfect pic- proceeding at law having been inNotice is hereby given that a Special Election will be held in the several
We now have a double shuffle
Lots 1 to 8 inclusive and Lots 11 to 18 inclusive, with game up at the hall. All we need ture of their character.They em- stituted to recover the debts seployed their official position for cured by said mortgages, or any
wards and precincts in the City of Holland in conjunction with the General
the exception of the West 5>/2 feet of lots 8 and 11, in now is to start a shuffle league. ?ain. Thev .were the sons of Bel- part thereof,and there is claimed
Primary Election on Tuesday, Sept. 13, 1938 for the purpose of voting
Some of the fellows have a good al— wicked, profligate, and unconto be due on the date hereof the
Block 17, SouthwestAddition to the City of Holland.
start, but they won’t be hard to trollable persons.
upon
the following proposition :
total sum of $2,626.36for princibeat.
The lesson story shows how Eli, pal and interest, composed by the
And the common Council of the City of Holland, hereby apin spite of his honored place in the amount due on the separate mortShall the City of Holland raise by loan the sum of Eighty-five Thousand
Comrade Kolmar is now in Col- church, neglected his two sons.
points Wednesday, September21, at 7 :30 P. M., in the Coungages in the order set forth above,
($85,000.00)Dollars to be used for the purpose of constructinga combined
umbus, Ohio, at the Veterans of They turned out miserably.He was
for principal and interest, First $1,cil Rooms of the City Hall as the time and place when the
Foreign Wars National Conven- so busy with religious duties that
Library and Museum building as a P.W.A. project on property owned by
302.70; Second $720.80; Third $602.tion.
Common Council will meet to hear objectionsto same.
he had no time for fatherlyduties 86, and attorney fees as provided
the City and
to his sons. Perhaps we can think in said mortgages;
Sure have a good set-up on our of some parellels, fathers who are
By order of the Common Council.
Now Therefore, notice is hereby
Shall the bonds of the City of Holland in the total
of
fun parties now. New cards and food church leaders but poor renew chips and don’t forget every i^ious leaders for their children, given that pursuant to the statute
$85,000.00
be issued thereforand to be payable as follows:
Friday night at 8 p. m. Public with the resqlt that the children and said power of sale in said
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.
mortgagescontained,for the purinvited.
cannot take their places when they
Bond No’s. 1 to 4, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1939
pose of satisfyingthe sums due on
are too old to carry on. The outsaid
mortgages,
the
costs
and
Bond No’s. 5 to 8, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1940
The V.F.W. Auxiliary will hold come will be the same if fathers
a baked goods sale Saturday, Aug. are as neglectfulof their sons as charges of said sale, and any taxes
Bond No’s. 9 to 12, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1941
27, at the Home Furniture Store, was Eli. A father’s religion is not and insurance premiums paid before the date of said sale by the
Bond No’s. 13 to 16, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1942
starting at 9:30 a. m.
everything, and being religious is
mortgagee,or assignee, the said
not a guarantee that childrenwill
Bond
No’s. 17 to 20, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1943
mortgages will be foreclosed by
follow his footsteps. Eli was a very
sale of the premises to the highest
Bond
No’s. 21 to 24, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1944
religiousfather,but without conExpires Sept. 17—17367
bidder at public auction on the 18th
Bond No’s. 25 to 28, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1945
STATE OF MICHIGAN
day of November, 1938, at two o’The Probate Court for the CounBond No’s. 29 to 32, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1946
ure
ty of Ottawa.
!h0erthaX0rnH»“id,<1,,ly'
n/>lrinn. voiralo +
revelation of God to Sam- ** *'le_ nOrth front dOOr Of UlO
Bond No’s. 33 to 36, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1947
At a session of said Court, held shocking
for General
Election
court house in the City of Grand
at the Probate Office in the City of uel concerning their fate and the
Haven, Michigan.
Bond No’s. 37 to 40, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1948
Grand Haven in the said County, sad outcome for Eli. Samuel reSpecial Election to be held
Said premises are described as
Bond No’s. 41 to 44, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1949
on the 18th day of August, A. D., ported this revelationto Eli. Hia
1938.
condemnationwas based on his follows:
Bond No’s. 45 to 48, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug^L 1950
13, 1938
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- failure to train up his sons to keep
The following described land
Bond No’s. 49 to 52, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1951
them in the way of righteousness. and premises,situated in the City
ter, Judge of Probate.
of Holland, County of Ottawa,
In the Matter of the Estate of This condemnation was not a genBond No’s 53 to 56, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1952
John Van Tnbbergen, Deceased. eral reference to EH as a sinner.
State of Michigan, viz: All that
Notice is hereby given that I, the undersigned
Bond No's. 57 to 60, inclusive, amounting to $4,000.00 Aug. 1, 1953
part of lota eleven and twelve in
It appearing to the court that There was a specification for his
the time for presentationof claims laxness. He did try when it was
Block fourteenof the SouthBond No’s. 61 to 64, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1954
City Clerk, will receive for registration at any time
against said estate should be lim- too late. The complaint of the peowest Addition to the City of HolBond
No’s. 65 to 68, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1955
ited, and that a time and place ple urged him to call a halt on his
land, which is bounded by a line
during regular office hours, the name of any legal
be appointed to receive,examine sons, but they had gone too far
beginning at a point on the
Bond No’s. 69 to 72, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1956
voter in the City of Holland
and adjoat all claims and demands and too fast to be halted by a fasouth line of said lot eleven,
Bond No’s. 73 to 77, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1957
against said deceased by and be- ther’s belated warnings.
one hundred fifty feet east from
This also includes those electors
fore said court:
His sons had to walk a path unthe southwest comer of lot ten,
Bond No’s. 78 to 83, inclusive, amounting to $5,000.00 Aug. 1, 1958
In said block fourteen. Running
It la Ordered, That creditors of marked by their father. We call
who have changed their residenceand desire their
said deceased are required to pre- them prodigal sons but God held . thence east along the south line
together with interest at a rate fixed by the purchaser, but not to exceed
sent their claims to said court at Eli responsiblefor their wayward- of said lota, fifff (feet. Thence
registration transferred from one voting precinct to
4% per annum, payable semi-annually on the first day of February and
said Probate Office on or before the ness and unfitness to succeed their
north to the north line of said
another voting precinct within the city.
21st day of December A. D., 1988, father in the priesthood.Eli was
lot twelve. Thence west fifty
August of each year?
at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said one father who missed his chance.
feet Thence south to the place
time and place being hereby ap- While he was busy here and there of beginning. Said premises are
Application for Registrationmust be made perpointed. for the examination and doing the work of the Lord his
subject to easement for uae of
adjustment of all claims and de- sons got away from religiousrea passage or drivewayreserved
sonally by applicant.Saturday, August 27, 1938,
said deceased.
straint and became vile. While bein deed given to John Van Alaing a public leader in religion, his
Ordered, That
burg and recorded in Liber 108,
is the last day for receiving registrationsfor said
He notice thereof ba gven^r pot home life was a failurereligiouspage 613, in Register’soffice.
election.
lication of a copy of ______ ___ ly.
Dated August 24th, 1988.
three successiveweeks previous to
It is highly important that the
FRED TER HAAR,
saJd day of hearing, in the Hol- home
and thechurch
‘ should
‘
--------cooperOn the last day of Registration,viz: August 27.
land CHy News, a newspaper print- ate to accomplish the objectives of
ed and circulatedin said county. Christianeducationof chUdren. DIEKEMA, CROSS A TEN CATE,
1938, the office will remain open until 8 o'clock p. m,
.Cora Vande Water,
They are plastic. They need guidAttorneys for SurvivinsrAssign,
Judge of Probate. ance and profit from it Work with ee of Mortgagees and Surviving
Oscar Peterson, City Clerk.
children ui fruitfuland assuring. Mortgagee.
They are worthy of our efforts
Business
------ Address:
Regiater of Probate. ^ J| they respond to such efforts.
Holland, Michigan.
AgriculturalAgent, L R. Arnold,
expects to receive news very shortly as to the success of Ottawa
members. Club leadersin the county have hopes that several youngsters will be chosen to compete at
Detroit. Winners at Detroit will be
sent on to Chicago early in Decem-
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THE HOLLAND CITY NEWS
drew Slager ux! ions* Mr. and

iAAAi

The Uetenae bowling alley* at HOLLAND FURNISHES POWER nrott work to acompliih our aha.
Central Ave. and Ninth St an beFOR DREDGE WHEN TUR- If the candidatesare all right, then N1^5dlMra,?,F. Billing* and
politics will be all right Dr. Leu- Mr. and Mr*. Clyda Eurkendal of
ing reconditionedfor the corrent
BINES FAIL
ben stressed that there are facta Kalamazoo spent last Wednesday
bowling season, according to Ben
that we should work for. They evening at a beach party.
Lievese, proprietor of the eatab*
The city will furnish electric are: defend our constitution;let Master Chester Emit is spendAttorney Orlen S. Cross of Hol* • •
lishment.The opening date of the
power
to
the
Lyons
Construction
land was in Grand Rapids Wednesus make free America of people ing a week with his grandparents,
Their silver wedding anniversary current season will be Sept. 1(K
day evening where he attended a was celebrated last Wednesday The city’s bowling leagues al- Co. dredge Progress for the next who are un-American:work for Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lugten.
meeting of the Kent County bar night at their home in Oakland by ready list severalentriesand oth- several weeks. The company, which adequate relief;and balance the
Mr. and Mrs. Geroge Schutmaat
association.
ers are requested to file inten- was dredging out a turning basin budget.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
Brown.
and family returned Monday night
• • •
The new electionlaw passed by from a Northern Michigan trip.
Psalms and hymns were sung and tion of entry with Garry J. Bate* and deepening the harbor was forcCedi L Seery was named al- prayer was offered by the Rev. ma, manager, as soon as possible. ed to cease operationsseveraldays the 1937 legislature was explained Mr. and Mrs. George Jaeobusse,
ternate grand chemist and George Kalkman. The honor guests re- The repair work is being done at when the dredge’s electric turbine* by Mr. Wilds. He said it will not Jr., and daughters of Chicago, visS. Everhart, grand adocat, of the ceived many gifts from the group. the alleys by two mechanical ex- failed. It will require several week* be necessary to declare yourself ited Mr. and Mrs. George JacobForty and Eight, at the state Am- Games were plsyed, and a two- perts of the Brunswick Balke Col- to make repair*.
when you vote. You will receivea usse, Sr., last week..
The boani of public works, under ballot for each party, exactly alike
erican Legion conventionwhich course luncheon was served to the lender Co. of Detroit The alleys
Master Ronald Kaper submitted
concluded in Battle Creek last Sat- guests, among whom were the Rev. are being sanded, resurfaced,and the directionof Supt. Abe Nauta, in color of paper, me and print- to a tonsillectomyat the Holland
urday evening. Both men are of and Mrs. Kalkman, Mr. and Mrs. otherwise improved, Mr. Lievense installed transformer* on a barge. ing, fastened together.In the hospitallast Friday.
Lines on poles attached to pon- booth you will detach the ballot of
this city.
Gerald Brower and family, Mr. pointed out
Rev. Gerrit Koyker of Greybull,
toons carry power to the dredge.
the party for which you wish to Wyo., conducted the Sunday ser• • •
and Mrs. Lambert Schipper and
o
vote, and from that list of candiThe steamer, Ben E. Tate, of the
Guest pastor at Trinity Reform- family,Mr. and Mrs. William Brevices in the American Reformed
ed church this Sunday will be the mer and Marvin. Mr. and Mr*. Paisley Steamship company, disWeek end guests of Mrs. J. D. dates you will select your prefer- church on Sunday.
we will be pleased to
all old
ence
for
the
various
offices.
You
charged
2,600
tons
of
coal
on
the
Rev. Jacob Prins, pastor of Imman- Fred Berena and Gerrit Serena.
Kanters were Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd
Rev. H. De Free, missionary to
uel Reformed church of Grand Rap- Mr. and Mrs. Herm Brower ana Grand Haven Fuel and Dock com- M. Kanters of Waukesha,Wis. The will then hand the ballot you wish
and
friends.
China, conducted the Sunday evento
vote
to
the
inspector
you
will
pany
dock
yesterday.
The
company
ids. The Rev. Henry D. Terkeurst family,Mr. and Mrs. Tony Brower
Hamilton Beach, Canada.
ing service in the First Refc
formplace it in the ballot box. You canand children,Mr. and Mr*. Nick expects another load before the
is pastor of the local church.
o
not split your ticket The ballot ed church.
Brower, Mr. and Mrs. Harm Ber- season closes. The Tate arrived at REPUBLICAN WOMEN
Norma Jean Kempkers had as
must not be opened outside of the
ena, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Berena, 4 p. m. and departed about 9 p.
Mrs. George Ter Haar of Chicaher guest GlennyceKleis of HolHOLD MEETING booth, making your vote void.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hulat, Sr., Mrs. m.
o and Mrs. Henry Kammeraad of A. Sneller. Mr. and Mrs. John
The Secretary, Mrs. J. E. Tell- land last week.
*w°
Vaukaroo were joint hostesses Berena and Miss Janet, Mr. and
Mrs. Fisher and Mr. and Mrs.
Meetings of the Republican club
The Holland Republican Women's ing, read the constitutionof the
Friday afternoon at a pot-luckdin- Mrs. Harry Brower and Miss which was organised last Tuesday
drawn up
, which had been
uceii urawu
up, Jeese Kool were Sunday dinner
Club
held their meeting Tuesday, Club,
ner presentedat the former’s home.
Gladys, Mr. and Mrs. Dick Brow- evening in Ganges will be held August, 23, at 2:80 n. m. in the giving the aims and purposesof guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cornie
Following the dinner, the after- er, and Mr. and Mrs. Ben Brouwer. each Tuesday evenings Officers
Fisher at Holland.
Woman’s Literary Club building. the organization. The time limit
noon was spent in playing games.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kooikar, VirFriday—
electedat the meeting last Tues- Mrs. Charles McBride, president of registrationwas announced as
Atendingthe affair were the folnia and Gwendolyn Kooiker,,
day were: president,Lloyd Dar- of the club, presided. Dr. R. E. August 27.
As Pictured
lowing: Mrs. Simon Pool and
in. Geo. Jluitings, Mr. Gerrit
ling; vice president, Waldo Phelps; Luebers of Albion College and Mr.
daughter, Corrine.Mrs. Dick PlagKoyker, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Du Mes
sec*ptary,Harry McCarty; treas- William Wilds. Ottawa County
HAMILTON
gemars and daughter, Mabel, Mrs.
and Mr. and Mrs. John Haakma and
urer, Kirby Gooding. Board of di- Clerk of Grand Haven, addressed
pair
daughter,
Robert Pool and son, Lee Richard,
le. were Sunday
rectors members include Lloyd the meeting. Dr. Leubers brought
Mr?. Edward Miskotten, EleanMrs. Robert Evenhuis and son,
Mrs.
Goodrich, Harry Hutchins, Eugene greetings from the Republican or Miskotten, Mrs. Joe Lugten, evening guests of Mr. and Mr
Exactly same style only with
John, Mrs. Richard Evenhuis and
Moses, Claude Rogers, and Erwin State Central Committee in Lan- and Mrs. Harold Lugten apent Ben Kooiker and daughter.Joyce.
at
son, James, Mrs. Gertrude MuldMr.
and Mrs. _____
Donald Schaap
__________
up an
and
new loop edge trim. Beautiful
Kasten.
sing.
Wednesday at Douglas Beach.
er, Mrs. Anna Ruth Nienhuis and
family were Sunday guests of
People
in
Michigan
must
be
Misa
Eunice
Hagelakamp
of
pastel colors. 45 inches width.
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
(Continued from page 1)
HOLLAND FIRMS RECIPIENTS awakened to the deplorable state Grand Rapids spent the week end their parents. Mr. and" Mrs. William Ten Brink.
Pelon and granddaughter,DoroOF FINE CONTRACTS
of affairs, the speaker contended. with her parents here.
present
to
hear
co-workers
of
Dr.
B« Here Early
70#* %.
thy, Mrs. A1 Lampen and son, EdRev. and Mrs. Ed Tanis and
We
must
study,
know,
and
interest
Dr. and Mrs. M. H. Hamelink family returned to their home in
Best
pf.
gar, Mrs. Peter De Kraker and Nettinga pay him glowing tribute
Van Dyke and Voelker, Holland ourselves in the government and are spending their vacation in Waupun, Wis., on Tuesdsy.
daughters, Edith, Joan and Lot- for the services he had rendered
contractors,were announced this
tie, Mrs. George Deur, Mrs. Pat during his lifetime.
Speakers included the Rev. Wil- week as low bidders for the conFletcher.Mr. and Mrs. H. Boeve,
Mr. and Mrs. R. Bousman of Kala- liam Van’t Hof, pastor of Third structionof a new bathhouse and
mazoo. Mrs. Amos of Grand Rap- Reformed churcn — the church at- concession at Grand Haven state
Coraer 10th and River Are.,
Holland, Michigan
ids, Mrs. Ed Evenhuis, Mrs. Berg- tended by Dr. Nettinga — who read park. The local firm bid $48,179,
man, Mrs. Henry Grotenhuis and scripture passages; Dr. John R. which is $2,000 less than the esMulder oi Western Theological timate of the architectwho subMrs. Kate Cloeting.
• • •
Seminary, who pronounced the in- mitted plans for the project. Anvocation and the benediction;Dr. nouncement of the low bid was
Funeral serviceswill be held toWynand Wichers, president of made August 22 by the state budday, Friday at 1:30 p. m. from the
Hope College,and affiliate of get division of PWA, under which
home, a mile south of Jamestown,
Coator Chb PoMy Pletida
Dr. Nettinga in the field of educa- government agency a grant was
and at 2 p. m. from Jamestown
tion, who spoke on the school rela- awarded the project. Peter StekReformed church, for Mrs. John
.
.
.
H
el#fl
tions of the deceased; Dr. Albertus etee of Holland was low on elecMeyer, to whom death came sud- Pieters of the local Seminary,
doesn't mention
trical work, while O. J. Dykman
denly Tuesday aftar she had celeKroger Clod Nvv\j
who
preached the funeral ser- of Grand Rapids presentedlow
Coma try Club roaoy HowwMmi
Ireed before >JI
brated .her 40th birthday annimon; and Dr. J. Harvey Mur- bid on plumbing.
versary Monday. The Rev. Peter
yon pey for purcheset.Ask for
phy of Hudson, N. Y., presi- Buildings will be of steel, stone,
FR1E lb. lorf-,
eny veriety oe
De Jong; will officiate at the serdent of General Synod, who spoke redwood, and a fabricatedmaterial.
displey.
vices, with interment following in
as representativeof synod, as well A pavilionwill be included in the
Forest Grove cemetery. Survivors
as a personal acquaintance of Dr. project, as will superintendents’
Clock Slicad Sandwich
include the husband and two sisNettinga.
quarters, minnow tanks, toilet,
ters, Mrs. Peter J. Hoeve of Forled Ripe
Miss Martha Barkema rendered shower, and medicated tank facilest Grove and Mrs. Arnold Brower
Hand Packed
Holland's Busiest Drug Store
L'
ities.
two
vocal
solos
at
the
service,
of Grandville.
o
“Rock
of
Ages”
and
“Let
Not
Your
)i Cornet River
Jnst Received - Another Shipment
• • •
STATE SENATOR IS GUEST OF
His seventh birthday anniver- Heart Be Troubled,” Mr. Osborne
REPRESENTATIVE
MILES
SnowbeUe
sary was celebrated at his home serving as accompanist for both
on rural route No. 5, last Monday selections.Funeral arrangements
Mr. Edward H. Fehling of St.
Clod Twisted
evening by Howard John Van were according to Dr. Nettinga’s John, State Senator from the 15th
EATMORE
requests
to
his
family
prior
to
his
Voorst. Present at the affair, beDistrict of Michigan,was the guest
death.
Fellow
faculty
members
IT",
sides the honor guest, were Mr.
of State Representative Nelson A.
Pint Milk of
and Mrs. George Slager, Mr. and of Dr. Nettinga at the local sem- Miles of Holland. Mr. Fehling is
°« ^ATfEE-HAO
Mrs. Leonard Fought and son, inary attended the services in a a candidate for the nomination of
$1.00 Mar-o-oil
Warren Lee; Mr. and Mrs. An- body. Pallbearers were ministers LieutenantGovernor, and Attorney
B Good QualityGreen
who at one time were members of
Miles introducedthe man from St.
i
classestaught by Dr. Nettinga in
35c Freezone for
The Midway Mobilgm! station the seminary. They were the Revs.
Naptha Soap
on the Holland-Zeeland highway Peter Muyskens of Beaverdam;
60c Bayer’s Diapepsin
will hold its grand opening this
To sacura
Cornelius Vander Naald of Grand
Weeco Flaky Soda
Saturday, August 27. Cigars and
3 hare 17c
31.25
Oil Rapids; Jake Prins of Grand Rapcandy wil be given free to all cusor
Camay
Soap
15<
ids; H. W. Pyie of Overisei;Wiltomers on opening day. Miss Doro25c Barbasol
liam Hilmert of Grand Rapids; and
thy Geerlings will be operator of
Oven Freeh
Laro«pk0. 21c
Spencer De Jonge of Spring Lake.
the station.
75c Acidine
Dr. Wichers, in his address,
1 0c
stated, “Dr. Nettinga has achieved
-n. 17c
60e
Discovery
Crises or
the respectof the whole denominaSpacial Kroger Offer
Tissue '
FOR SALE — HOUSEHOLD! tion. He was a man of great hu‘Tour choice of eeren lovely
Clifton
$100
for the hair
GOODS:—
man understanding and was lovod
3-5 and I piece nnite
and beloved from the east to the
3 -on. 10c
Kenyon Golden Bantam
west. We need no eulogy, but we
Fleece Tissue 4 rolls 19c
Heavilyplated and overlaid
Kelvinator Refrigerator
must be reminded of the apprecia
at points of wear
Estate Gas Range
tion of his worth. Dr. Nettinga
roll 5C
Baby Foods 4 cane IBo
AT
Oak Breakfast Set
was worthy of any generation.
Linenised Tissue
With SUvennine
Sale
Walnut Book Case
That which he contributed is livCountry Club
Lloyd Baby Carriage
ing today. Today, a new star shines
Pint
Book-Only
5c Ggare t for 7c
Walnut Desk
among the immortals."
Price witkovt book 1100
Porch Glider
Dr. Pieters took as the text of
Sherbet
[with ezceptioDs]
Chairs and Rugs
his sermon John 6:36: “He was a
Every piece priced for
FREE
burning and a shining light; and
All 10c Tobacco*
quick sale
Wasco Balancad
ye were willing for a season to reCountry Club Apple
for 1§6
with quart ice cream 25c
joice in his light.”Dr. Nettinga
JERRY HOUTING
was one of these lights, sent from
i^TiLI
42 East 21st Street
God to enlightenour age, Dr. Pieters pointedout “He has been with
us for a season,from whom shone
Michigan Beet
100-lb. bag Prices
forth, as from an unsulliedreflector, the love of Jesus Christ.” ConSlfiAR
$1 is
tinuing his figure, the speaker
$1.50
UTRA
pointed out that the rays, as relien*
MR. EDWARD H. FEHLING
flected in the deceased were the
$1.80 Sliced Sandwich
THICK
rays of regeneration,Written Rev- John to several friends and busielation, Reformed theology, and
CHICK Crains $1.79
ness men in this city today. Mr.
history, respectively.“The entire
Miles has had close association
Mash-Gsowingand
Church rejoicedin him," Dr. Pie- with the state senator, and they
ters concluded, pointing out that
were often in collaborationon
$1.90 Light Fluffy Pan
the same text ne used for Dr. state measuresat the last session
Just add mOk lot a arttayiM*
Nettinga’sfuneral address had of the Michigan legislature. Mr.
with richly eatisfyingflavor.
o'-"
$1.20
been used previouslyat the funeral
Stock up lo-day-eavethe diflorMiles is a candidate for re-election
of the speaker’s grandfather, the
for
Representative
of
Ottawa
.OYSTER Shells 79c
late James F. Zwemer.
County.
Dr. Murphy, speaking as an incans
R.Y SPRAY eaiio. 89c
timate friend of the family, paid
All day long - See them made
before your eye*
tributeto Dr. Nettinga’s spirit of OLLIE’S SPORT SHOP NOW IN
hope, courage, fortitude, and sacNEW LOCATION
rifice, in spite of obstacles,difficulties, disappointments and probOilie’s Sport Shop, together with
Ken or Boll Bros.
lems. "Man is made not for time, Brad’s Barber Shop, can now be
but for eternity,” Dr. Murphy add- found in their new locationacross
JARS Pr 59c
Pure
Gallon
ed, "His element is the Infinite. the street from where they were
QuortJ.dozen 69c
Dr. Nettinga'ssoul has returned to located for a good many years. The
JAR
Dozen
21C
God who gave it. His goal of life location is 7 West 8th Street, HolFRUIT pectin 3 pko. 25c
and Styles,
has been reached."
land, and the buildingwas formerHer Grace
JAR RINGS 3 pkg» 10c
Following the singing of “How ly occupied by Beuhler’s Market.
Latest Fabrics, Plain
Firm a Foundation” by the aud- Ollie Harris, manager, and Jake
ience, as Dr. Nettinga had request- Lievense, secretary and treasurer,
or Sport Backs, Single or
ed, Dr. Mulder pronounced the ben- extend an invitationto their forediction. Dr. Jacob Vandermeulen mer patrons and citizensof HolDouble Breasted
of the Western Theological sem- land and vicinity to look over their
inary facultypronounced the com- newly-remodeledsports store,
mittal at the grave.
which is indeed very inviting.

LOCAL NEWS

GLUE’S SPORT SHOP

Mrs. Henry SUger, Mr. and Mr*.
John Van Voorit, Misses Frances
and Cornelia Van Voorst, and Bob
and Elsine Van Voorst

Open Again
for Business

West Eighth Street

at 7

Holland

-

-

Where

meet

new

-

CURTAIN BARGAINS

tiu«u

Saturday

Eminent Divine
and Educator
Dies
63 Years

97c

lor
Choice

/TC

Mass Furniture Co.

KROGER!

PECKS
—

GRAPEFRUIT

Rate Drugs

SALE

-

Shampoo

BEANS 1 7%c

LADY DORIS
SILVERWARE

CRACKERS

4

NORTHERN

Orange

£ 15c
25c

Only 3 Days

O^C

39c

SPRY

3

CORN

3

£

50c

^

25c

£

M

K

2

COOKIES

TISSUE

RINSO 2

25c

SANKA

DREFT

OUR FOUNTAIN

2

NUT OLEO

25c

WALDORF

25c

.11 9c

LIFEBUOY

Moon’s Emerald
Shaving Cream
Stomach Powder
Peterman’s
Danderine

3

SALMON

10c

FELS

Corns

«ici

TOMATOES

BREAD
12c

BREAD

Magnesia

J

PINEAPPLE JUICE
SPOTLIGHT COFFEE

-

NOW THROUGH SATURDAY

Tobacco

KROGER K

BREAD

FREE

MILK 4

25c

—

BUTTER

FEEDS

25

SCRATCH
ICC MASH

New

BUNS

•IOc

p*.

ROLLS

Canning

VINEGAR 13c
Cider

CAPS

YEARLING LAMB

Boy’s Suits

2

Long - $9.95

Few

children today know

the full significance of the
word diphtheria,but moot

and up

m

when it wa* a
fearful aconge that took
a tremendoustoll among

of

recall

childrena generation ago.

*ndup

Scientific research,and
popular cooperation has
virtually wiped oat

BOY’S SWEATERS BOY’S SHIRTS

Boy’s School

Koickers
Wool f7t and up
Corduroy Knickers

New Colors

$1.89

Step over ot Zipper Styles

fully lined

Corduroy Lonf Pants

iSoft

sizes

from 11

to

20

$1.00
and up

,

39

Eighth

Annotw'eStar

SPICED
Leone

whool term opens, both for

health.

HAM

iim

m*. 15c

Sauiege

Vi

lb.

11c

Country Club - 1 to S

lb.

St.

Holland

20

TLKE

West 8th St-Holland, Mich.

COTTAGE

CHEESE

Coubtrr Club

HAMBURG

u.

23c

»

19c I
STORE

, James C. Verhey— Groceriea
Ralph Willi*— Meata. II W. 8th 8L
Geo. Eilandar— WaahingtonSqaaro
•

l

V

>

*

Honey Rook

MELONS

2

ONIONS
Mkbigom U.

1-

10 u* 13c

PEAS
I.

R*

1

15c

3

^ 23c

OmUt

POTATOES 15,115c

pUoos

SUB BACON

6Sc

YONKER'S

HAVM

(BUSHEL $1.50)

FRESH

FRESH SALAMI

Lokker-Rutgers Company

3237

* 19c

at bay.

Mb own immunity and as
;*.«» . « 'contributionto public

Boys

LONGHORN
Herrud’s

.

OVERALLS

cry Fancy Cheeee

to do your part in keeping

Have your child
inoculated against diphtheria before the new

79c to 97c

' for

that

LAMB CHOPS rue iib & 15c
LAMB BREAST rorst*** n, 7c
LEG O' LAMB IhoCboioeet lb. 17c

courge, and it is for you

H

By Kaynee

SOUTH

“> 12V2C

DIPHTHERIA?"
- $6.50

PEACHES

I

SHOULDER

gtMfcJj

MOTHER, WHAT'S

2 Golf

FANCY MICHIGAN

ROAST

and up

19c

MASON

Supplies!

Snappy Models

ANN

5c

FRESH DONUTS

SUITS
$18.50

ERRSRS

TOMATO SOUP!

STARTING
16* DAIRY

FALL

7c

BANANAS

4 i* 19c

HONEY

3^

ic«b iumt .»o)

49c

CalifornioValencia - 252

•

ORANGES

-1 9c

288 Size

MANAGERS
John Schilling— S72 Contra! Ays.
Mike Yeele— 12th St Waahington
Ndaon Van Koerering-Zeeland

W'-1'
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Holland’s Latest Playground Development Is At Columbia Park

First Meeting

Recreational

[F

MlU'tA'S

Held Under The
New Secretary

Programs Here
LEON MOODY THE SECRETARY
GIVES THE HIGHLIGHTS

(}

hhuij

MEAN

Holland, Michigan, Thursday, August 25, 1938

Development Of

spaci

JOBS

/ ROYAL

CHAMBER

OF

COMMERCE MAY

ORGANIZE

A

JUNIOR

CHAMBER SIMILAR TO
THOSE IN OTHER

History of PlaygroundOperations
Covers Nine Years

CITIES

THIS

THE
GOLDEN
IS

THERE
ARE

ANNIVER-

MORE
QUAKER

SARY OF

QUAKERS

HEATERS
IN USE

MAKING
NOTHING

THAN ALL

ELSE BUT

THE REST

>IL HEATER?

COMBINED.

FOR
50

YEARS.

Recreation is a very important
word to Leon Moody of our Public Schools. It is his everyday

Mr. Stephan, New Director,says
Fine Things About

work, but he has also found time
enough to think of the city as a
whole, and with the other members
has played an importantpart in
developing recreationalprograms
for the entire community.

Industry

At a special meeting of the
Hoard of Directorsof the Chamber
of Commerce called by the president, Vaudie Vandenburg,secretary manager E. P. Stephan
Stephan preThese recreational features were
sented a 21-point program wnich
begun nine years ago, and there
was unanimouslyadopted by the
has been some tremendous developBoard. The 4 propositions suggestment in that short period; howed by the Sec. Manager were:
ever, there is still room for imchange headquarters to a ground
provementand enlargement. In an
floor location; Regular monthly
interview Mr. Moody recites at
meetings of the Board, and every
least a part of the history of this
The above picture shows the his assistant, I^ouis Dalman. The | feet by 52 feet. The equipment above were worked out, receiving member urged to attend:The matphase of living in our community.
ter of adequate dues; the revision
Recreation has been a part of completed tennis and shuffle board
project was WPA, and the site for shuffleboards used for play- the unanimous support of the "city of the Constitutionand by-laws.
the life of peoples in various phas- courts at what is known as Columcontains four full-sized tennis ing must be furnished by the in- fathers." Now the substantialplayThe matter of changing heades since time was. The field of
bia Park. It is doubtful whether courts, built with reinforced conquarters was referredto the Presdevelopment to the Greeks and Rodividualsthemselves.The city was | ground has become a fact,
ident and Secretary with power to
mans was through athleticsand many people knew just what this crete with wire mesh nets which compelled to do this for the reason j Much credit must Ke vivo*
act. The other 3 propositionswere
through art. The early American piece of ground, west of the Gas is new and durable. The governreferredto one committee comprisIndians had their form of recrea- Company plant was really named.
ment furnished the unskilled laed of Alfred C. Joldersma, E. P.
tion.
Lndoubtedly, there are few who bo r, 25 men being employed durStephan and City Attorney ParModem civilization has learned knew that this site was the propsons..
| ••’nete^Jefch
^VTarp"^®/
ing the two months of building. ihei^own'
to a degree at least, that empty
erty of the city. Holland has done The city of Holland furnished the s.dered better taken care of. Some rot, nor does it injure tennis bafls "
There was also brought befoi
minds will soon fill with something,
the Board the advisabilityof o
and idle hands will soon become very little toward developing this men who finished the job, 7 in all. we re ^ no n so red ° by^ ^ h e " t wo C flrsU link-chainfencini
for“ ‘the
. ark during the last 35 years, aside The entire project cost the govern. if. all evident in ganizing « Junior Chamber
ward aldermen, namely, Prins and
active either constructive or defrom planting some trees. Today, ment and the city approximately Kleis. They lelt that this ward the picture. Mr. Swift of this cit
city Commerce. This wai thorough
structive.It is further discoveris a representativeof the Flex-I- discussedand met with the unan
however, it is a fine recreational $5,000,the government furnishing
ing that it is much more profitable
was rather poorly taken care of as
Link Company who manufactures
to keep opportunity in the open field, the building of which was $250 toward material and $2,560 this relates to recreationalfield. the product that goes into the met- mous approval of the Board.
started on May 6 and finished on for labor. The city’s total cost is
A Holland Junior Chamber
They brought the matter to the allic features in a recreational
for little hands and old to keep
July 20, under the supervision of $3,276 for labor and material.The
Commerce i« a project which hi
busy, rather than to catch them
attention of the Mayor and the algrounds such as the one installed had the ardent aupport of a grot
city engineer,Jacob Zuidema and shuffle boards spoken of are C
dermen, and the plans as given at Columbia Park.
and force them into confinement
of young local business men fi
for wrong activity.
some time in the past. Simili
Agitation for a recreation probodies have been organized in othi
gram in Holland varied for sever- framed, about 200 coping saw pro- AAAAAAAaaAAAAAaAAAAAAAAA
DEADLINE FOR HALF-YEAR cities with marked success, the r
al years. The Lions Club put on a jects, about 200 vases (paintedootOTTER IS REPORTED SEEN IN
porting committee told merabe
PLATES NEAR
program for equipment at Kollen ties) of various shapes, and many, CROCKERY CREEK. OTTAWA
of the board. John De Wilde, J<
many
paper
projects
from
magaPark, and in March, 1929, a comCOUNTY
Bertal Slagh of the lower Otta- Kramer and A. Klomparens we:
mission was formed for the express zines and tissue paper. One especwa county auto license bureau, appointed as a committee to mi
purpose of guiding a recreation ially enjoyed by the children is
An otter, rare fur bearing animal
says that the use of the black and out plans and proceed and to r
the scrapbooks made each year to
program for Holland.
white colored half-year auto lic- port at the next meeting.
The plan of organization includ- send to the children’shospitalat in this part of the country,was reThursday’s meeting was M
ported to have been seen a few Grand Haven Coast Guard in ense plaes will be illega after midAnn
Arbor.
Suitable
pictures
are
ed active participation by both city
Stephan’s initial meeting with tl
days ago in Crockery creek, Ottawa
Thrilling Rescue of Sailboat
night
August
31,
1938
advises
Leon
cut
from
magazines
and
combined
and public schools. Two members
county, by Fred Bet
in Lake
}tnke.
D. Case, Secretary of State. All board In his official capacity
of the commission were appointed into a fine scrapbook. The Lincoln
1 he was with August Berg
He sai/he
the „
local
motor vehicles operating in the secretary-manager of t„c
from the council, two from the grounds this year wanted to include
les Merkins, all employed
The most sensational coast guard state after that date must be ganization.Mr. Stephan pr
’ed
Doard of Education and two citi- the children’s ward in our own hos- and Charles
by the Ottawa
ttawa County
Count’ Road com- rescue made off Grand Haven euipped with the green and black an officialmessage, entitled,
zens at large. The first commis- pital so their projectgoes to that.
mission, near
near the bridge,
bridge, one mile harbor in many years occurred a colored full-year plates which will a Chamber of Commerce," to
Special
days
are
scheduled
for
sion consisted of Dr. A. Leenhouts,
south of Nunica, which was being few days ago about 1,000 feet south be legal to use until February 28, members at this session.
features
which
include
all
children
Geo. Mooi, Andrew Hyma, Henry
repaired. They all saw the little of the south pier, when the 25-foot 1939.
Mr. Stephan dealt with the i
Te Roller, A1 E. Van Lente, C. J. attending a center. Doll shows, pet
animal slide off the bank into the sloop "Pem" was towed off the
The Secretary of State points essary functions of a Chambei
McLean, Henry Vander Sche’l,with shows, dress-up days and the like water.
beach. Her owner, E. J. O'Hara, out
it that he has no discretionary Commerce, civic needs, with pc
Leon Moody as secretaryand direc- add new interestand a spirit of
Mr. Bethke said he had not heard and his wife, from Miami Beach, power to extend the date permit- and fire protection, education,7
tor of the program. This plan of good fellowship.On these special
of an otter being seen in this part Fla., were aboard but were un- ting the use of half-year plates fere needs, recreationalfeatu
organization proved workableand days prizes are offered for unusual
of the country in 30 years or more. harmed.
beyond August 81, 1938, the time our tulips, and last but not le
showings,
such
as
largest
family
still maintains though the personThe editor of the News saw* an Three times the guardsmen at- limit having been establishedby ha Stressed our industrial activil
of
dolls,
best
dressed
doll,
clothing
el has varied through the years.
otter glide into a stream northeast tempted to get a line from the statute.
While he could not mention
The program was and still is made by girl showing doll, unusual
two score of induat
power surfboat to the sloop by
The Secretary of State estimates more than
IfeAAA i. — _____
m
financed by the city and board of pets, largest" pet, smallest’ pe'tfand of vr>e8land fou; years ago, showso
mg there are a few in this county. means of the coast guard skiff, a that approximately 450,000 Michi- locatedhere^name, he refe
education.Beside about one third
smaller boat, as the sloop was so gan motorist are still operating to our
Some of the problems of putting iiffZfTWYYVffYYYYffYTVYf?
of the financial aid the Board of
tering wa. .
near shore the big power boat their cars on half-year plates.
ilatea.
Education furnishesschool grounds on a lively recreational program in- ,
plants, pubHe__
could not he used.
— V— — — -eludes,
first of all, finding people I ^^TS CATTLE OLT,
and apparatus for use of recreaout the nation,
The first time the skiff capsized BluegilPs Eggs
CUTS BINDER TWINE,
tion groups and the gymnasium af- who really attract childrento them
special mention. A
two guards were hurled
so
they
can
lead
and
not
have
to
ter 6 p. m. during the wjnter
FARM
HAND
JAILED
[into
the
terrific surf which was
Hatch in a Day
months when not required for drive. "We find many skilled folk,"
pounding.They were nearly exMr. Moody says, "but few who
school programs.
hausted
as
they
finally
got
back
to
G. Edge, farm hand, pleaded
Permanentimprovements like really are natural leaders for
"Bluegill egga hatch In a few lows below:
shore. A -second attempt was made
horseshoe courts, tennis courts, children." Another problem is, "to guilty today to willful destruction and again the skiff capsized. The hours after they are laid," says
of property of the Stanley Zonicke
get
folks
to
use
things
and
leave
shuffle board courts, etc. are built
third time, after the sea quieted a John L. Brass, district supervisor
WHY A CHAMBER OF
from special appropriationsby the intact for others to use — to use farm near Marne, Ottawa County, little, the guardsmenwere success- of the Hastings hatchery."At
where
he
had
worked.
Edge
told
COMMERCE?
rather
than
misuse.”
city. The tennis courts were both
normal
water
temperatures
only
24
In every city there is due pro
Holland’s recreationprogram Justice George V. Hoffer he had ful and the line was made fast from to 36 hours are required."
W.P.A. projects. Each court reprebeen drinking. He did not know the sloop to the power boat.
sents about $800 and they are plac- has had some high spots from the
Brass says that the food sac of vision made for the conservatior
why he opened a pasture to let Every man in the crew was bluegill
public
improvement
angle.
In
June,
ed in batteries so when the tennis
fry is very small, and of public health, for fire and polio
cattle out, smashed a tractor head- brought to the south shore with
season is over they can easily be 1933, we began planning for the
within a few hours after hatching protection, for the functionof edu
light, and cut a nuantity of binder the exceptionof the lookout. Thomas
converted into ice skating areas. lightingsystem which materaliZed
the fry rise from the beds. Blue- cation, for the proper upkeep
twine, he said. Edge was sentenced I^aird, veteran of many years, as
our streets, and the ref,
_____ __ „
igulation
This proved to be a very popular in 1987, a project made possible by
gills make their "beds" on the edge
to pay $50 fine, $8 costs and serve No. 1, was in charge in the absence
traffic. Aside from charter provi
addition last year and with the real cooperationof the city of Holof
lakes and spawn in colonies.
new area at 13th and Columbia, land, Hope college, the public 10 days in the county jail with of BoatswainHarrison Haas who Sometimesthe boundaries of their sions, the religious life of the com
50 days additionalif the fine and is on leave.
munity is looked after by privah
skaters should enjoy a great sea- schools, and individualsinterested.
IwdB overlap.
Mrs. O'Hara was taken off the
son.
This project was planned as a self- costs are unpaid. He had not raised
Their choice of spawningground organizationswhich are centuriei
Some folks have suggested roll- liquidating propostionand it is be- the money today. Edge was ar- sloop into the lifeboat and was is gravel and sand in lakes where old, and which may be expected t<
rested by the Ottawa County sher- brought to the Ferry hotel to reer skating,but this cannot be tol- lieved it will do so in five years or
this kind of bottom soil is avail- properlyconserve these elements ii
iff's department.
cuperate.
’ ’ ’ thei
erated because of the chipping of less.
able in shallow water. In lakes which they are so vitally interested
The sloop was sighted by the with a mud of marl bottom, they and which promote the morality si
the seams in the concrete by rollbattery of ten tennis courts
er skates,which ruins it for ten- is another highlight in permanent
Mrs. Elizabeth Van’t Hull, 80, lookout at 2:45 a. m. as the skip- do the best they can with the essential to the stability of a fre
people.
per attemptedto get into port. material at hand.
nis.
building for the city’s future and died at Hackley hospital,MuskeBecause he ran out of gasolinethe
The business,commercial, finan
The tennis program has been ar- with this year’s addition of four gon, Monday afternoon from comBedding places are chosen by the
ranged so that children can use courts the city should feel a keen plicationsresulting from a broken boat was caught in the huge waves male fish, who "fans out” the bed cial and professionallife of th<
courts during the day, but after pride in these fine projects. There nip she suffered about a month ago. and was washed ashore. It struck with his tail and holly tins until the community is not provided for ii
supper,or 6 p. m., adults have first are always people behind the scenes Survivors are three sons, Ralph and near the pier that was formerly pebbles are clear. Brass says that the corporate charter,and shouh
used at the north end of the Oval
not be. We believe in free individ
right since this is the only time of who do a lot for movements,but William Martinus of this city, Henhas seen beds in muddy bottom
day they can avail themselves of because of the nature of things are ry Martinus of Grand Rapids; three for speed boats, and it was partially lakes which were excavated to a ual enterpriseas the keystone o:
atop of the piles when it was depth of four inches, fully two and sound prosperity.Howpver, we al
the courts’ use. Persons using tcn- not in the spotlightof the move- daughters, Mrs. Martin Wiersma
drawn off.
go forward faster and more surely
his courts, shuffle board courts and ments. One such in these projects of rural route No. 4, Holland, Mrs.
a half feet in diameter, in an effort
O’Hara told the guardsmen that to clean a bed suitable for receiving when we pull together; when b;
horseshoe courts are expected to is our City Engineer, Jacob Zuide- Jennie Baird of Rockford,and Mrs.
he had no time to get the sails up the eggs.
mutual discussionwe compromisi
furnish their own equipmentout- ma and his assistant,Louis Dal- Martha Grass of Zeeland; 26
and his anchor dragged until the
side of tennis nets which are fur- man. Mr. Moody stated that look- granddaughter, and 7 great grandThe same bed may be used by our difference of opinion, ascertaii
sloop beached. The boat was towed
our common interests, and in thi
nished by the city. The commission ing ahead the commission still has children. Funeral services were
different fish time after time. Eucn
to the Barrett boat works where it
spirit of voluntarycooperatioi
does own a picnic kit containing 2 hopes of some acceptablesolution held today from the Ralph Martintime, however, the fanning and
will be gone over, as it was taking
stand to promote those mteresti
sets of horseshoes,volley ball and of the swimming problem and fur- us home at 1:30 p. m. and at 2 p.
cleaning operation is repeated by
This is the answer to "Why
in water badly and it is believed
net, softball and bats, which it ther balancing of permanent im- m. from Seventh Reformed church,
the new home builder. Fish spawn
Chamber of Commerce?"
the hull is damaged.
loans to reliable parties for pic- provementsin various sectionsof the Rev. Paul Van Eerden officiatat night as well as during the day.
Mr. and Mrs. O’Hara have been
The successof the city, the vei
nics. They can be obtained from the city. Of the original staff of re- ing.
resortingat Manistee and were en
existenceof all these other thine
Mr. Moody. Eleven groups have creationinstructors, three are still
route from Manistee to Chicago.
HELD FOR TRIAL CHARGED
provided for in corporatecharter
made luse of this service since active, Ed Damson, Lucille (Lindso
depend fundamentally on the su
Born August 18 at Holland hosVIOLATION
POSTAL
LAWS
July 1 of this year.
ley) Donivan, and Leon Moody as
cess of those who are engaged
pital, to Mr, and Mrs. Egbert Steg- "SALES MEAN JOBS” PICTURE
The program has varied some directorof the program.
AT TAVERN
the professional,industrial,an
ink, 344 West 19th St., a daughduring the nine years of its operAgnes Bondran, Grand Rapids, commercial life of the city. I an
The Commissionmembership is ter; also at Holland hospital:on
ation. In 1929 swimming at Kol- composed of Geo. Damson, presiwas brought to the Ottawa county
A preview showing of a sound jail where she will be held for trial and have always been, sold on tl
August 20, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
len Park was sponsored and was dent; Geo. Mooi, treasurer;A1 E.
Cor
picture on Salesmanship
Chamber of Commerce.
It is
a very popular activity and the Van Lente, Andrew Klomparens, Boeve, rural route No. 6, a son; motion
in federal court, charged with sendessential as a post office or a bar
will be presented to members of
and
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Martin
De
ing
obscene
literature
through
the
question is often asked, why not Andrew Hyma, Henry Vander
the "Sales Mean Jobs” Crusade
I thought so, when as Mayor
Graaf, 130 East 17th St., a son.
mails. She was bound to the fednow ? The answer is simply that Schel, Jacob Zuidema,Louis Dalthis city I called a meeting of o
committee at 1:30 p. m., Tuesday,
eral court on $1,000 bail.
each year over a period of years man, Ed Brouwer and Leon Moody,
citizens for the purpose of organi
The followingHolland girls have August 30, according to an anthe water has been found unfit for secretary.
ing a Chamber of Commerce, a:
returned to their homes following nouncement made by Charles R.
bathing by the State Health Deo
With a recommendation for pro- am more convinced today than
a week^s stay on a house party at (Sales Mean Jobs) Sligh. The picpartment. Beside Kollen Park,
The Rev. and Mrs. Francis P. Maple Beach: the Misses Gertrude
________ ture will be shown in the ballroom bation, David W. Raffenaud, 21, v'as then, that a city without
Longfellow and Lincoln school Ihrman and family have returned
Jalving, Doris Venhuizen, Charlotte of the Warm Friend Tavern. Possi- West 16th St., was found guilty Chamber of Commerce is unthin
grounds were used for organized to their home at Racine, Wis., afbilities are that the film may be to a charge of operating a motor able. There is no substitutefor
programs.The north side center ter they had spent two weeks in Langeland, Rose Vander Schel, Ha- shown to the general public at a vehicleunder the influenceof liq- Chamber of Commerce. Howevi
zel Meeuwsen, and Frances Dorn
at second street has been used the city.
uor, by a jury, in court of Justice we are not going to get more o
later date.
and found helpful though too small
of Peace Raymond L. Smith, Tues- of Chamber of Commerce than 7
for extensive activity.
• • A
day morning. Raffenaud paid a fine are willingto put into it. Wat
The present program includes Harry Harrington, manager of
and costs totaling$78.35, was or- does not rise higher than i
Norths ide, Lincoln, Longfellow, the Austin HarringtonCoal Co..
dered to probation for six months, source. If the men elected by t
Van Raalte, and Washingtonschool Tuesday attended the sessions of
It
Every Holiday Trip!
had his driver’s license revoked for membership of the Chamber
pounds; Riverview Park, 19th St. the Michigan Retail Coal Mera year, and made arrangementsto Commerce, to the Board of Dire
baseball diamonds, 19th St. softball chants’ association at Lansing.
pay for a light post which it is tors, are thoroughly sold on t
diamonds, 21st and Pine softball, Harrington was the only Holland
allegedhe struck while driving on value and importance of the orga
22nd and Maple softball, 10 tennis coal merchant to attend the annual
ization, and are ready and willii
North River Ave.
courts at 21st and Maple, 4 tennis convention.
to lend its best thought and aervi
• * •
courts at 13th and Columbia, shown
• • •
in accomplishing its aims and pu
Applicationfor a PWA grant on poses, and unselfishlyand whol
in picture above, and our latest
Applicatic
—
jon
for
a
building
perthe proposed new million and a heartedly back up and help in i
completed project.Six shuffle
lit naa
has been
beei made with City Clerk
half dollar municipal light and waboard courts located with tennis mit
aspirations,we can bring out
ter plant was filed with PWA of‘
courts; and six lighted horseshoe Oscar Peterson by Mrs. Maud
era of good will and good tunes thi
______ _
______ ¥ F by
ficials in Chicago,
Tuesday,
courts located as foUows: 12th and Horning, 424 Central Ave., who dewill endear the Chamber of Coi
City Attorney Elbem Parsons, merce in the hearts of all 1
Columbia Alley, 15th and Van sires to re-roof .her home at an estimated cost of $126.
Charles Vos, assistantsuperinten- citizens.
Raalte, 19th and WashingtonBlvd.,
dent of the Board of Public Works,
24th and State, East 9th St. alley
I am not going into any dett
and Consulting Engineer Charles at this time of what the Chamb
and 19th St, across from ball diaWarner and Gerrit Dd Leeuw,
A. Hamilton of Grand Rapids. The of Commerce can or ought to <i
mond; some others have been locat- West 17th St, are attending the
application,upon certification by This, I hope, will be developed
ed in differentparts of city but annual convention of the League
Chicago officials, was sent to Wash- we meet from time to time in i
from misuse and lack of use have of Reformed Young Men's Socieington,D. C., to receive final ap- regular monthlv meetings.
been discontinued.
ties in Chicago this week.
proval from federal PWA officials course, our aim „
For the children an eightrweeks’
„ W|,
is to
keepHolla
there.
program is furnished. It consists
Miss Faith McCormick of Erie,
on the map, and have it increi
of handicraft projects in leather, Pa., and Mr. and Mrs^Jay H. Den
ingly continue to be a city whe
_• • ••
---of Tepnessee Beach motorpeople really live.
The
11th annual Nienhuis family
ored to Detroit Tuesday.
In consideringwhat made H
reunion will be held at Hofman
land famous and brought it to
Memorial
Park,
IK
miles
east
of
tion. This is a morning program
Re-registration of voters will
the cement-block schoolhouse, lo- attention of rile people of tl
from 9 a. m. to noon for eight take place at the office of City
country — our Tulip Time feati
cated three miles north of the
weeks. When asked what specific Clerk Oscar Peterson each day this
ties toke first place. It Is somewl
junctionof M-60 and U.S.-31, Lathings were made this summer, week until 5:80 p. m., and next
bor Day, Sept. 5, 1988. Games, a
Mr. Moody answered,“976 coin Saturday, the deadline for the Sept.
shorf program, and dinner and
purses from leather,380 pictures 13 primary, uotU 8 P- m.
supper will be featured.
(Continued on Page Four)
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burning at our store. 15
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WE ARE TAKING
APPLICATIONS

FOR OUR
FALL CAMPAIGN
All Applications Must

Be In

By September 10th

LAKE SHORE SUGAR CO.
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
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OPENING
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THE HOLLAND CITY WEW»
AUBURN STOKER SALESMAN
•.TT* P*** • rtok,,, “legman in
MUnd to representour firm there.
W# already hare our itokera in
•ome of Holland’s beet homo* and
pleats, to the field is reedy for e
food man. Liberal pay will be
ffrea for full time work. Write us
end^we will arrange for an inter-

LOCAL NEWS

But

Among applicationsfor building
neimite filed late last week with
City Clerk Oscar Peterson in the
city hall was an application for the
erectionof a gasoline filling station at 118 River Ave., by the O.
Cook Co. Estimatedcost of the

Stoker Division.
C. W. SELLERS & SON. INC., station is $8,500.
• • •
188 So. Washington, Battle Creek
c3t32
August 15 was the opening date
of the annual training season for
LUM
bird dogs. The season of pheasants
BARGAINS
Hemlock,
dressed, 2x4, opens Oct 15.
1x6. 2x8
An airplane,, owned by the
Sheeting, $80.00, .Sfcplap.180.00.
Boards, rough, $8400.
Uhlich brothers
Riverside,
_______ of
______
_______ Hi.
Get our prices on Barn shingles was damaged to the extent of
end rough Hemlock and white about $250 at Holland airport when
pine Barn Boards. Anything you it was crashed into a tree by the
want in Yellow Pine, White Pine strong wind which prevailedin the
and Fir lumber st lowest prices. city Saturday.
• • •
We deliver anywhere.
Miss Peg Van Kampen submitted
All Types of Insulation.
recently to a tonsillectomyat HolBolhuis Lumber and Mfg. Co.
land hospital.
200 E. 17th St
Holland. Michigan.
• » •
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Miss Margaret J. Glass, daughand Mrs. Agle Glass of
East Saugatuck, was honor guest
last Tuesday night at a surprise
linen shower, presentedat the
home of Mrs. P. Van Dyke. Mrs.
Van Dyke and Bln. John W. Waiters were hostesses at the affair.
Games were played and a twocourse luncheon was served. Those
attending the affair were: Mrs.
Glass, Mrs. Van Dyke, Mrs. Walters, Mrs. James Walters, Mrs.
Peter Achterhof, Mrs. Jake Molengraf, Mrs. Henry Hofmeyer, the
Misses Beatrice Achterhof, Helen
Mae Waltert and Esther Walters.
Mrs. Ruth Glass, Mrs. Carter Glass
and Mrs. Ralph Glaaa, all of Grand
Rapide; and Mrs. W. Drenton, Mrs.
Bert Voss, Mrs. Henry Kempker
and Mrs. Herman Nyhof, all of
Hamilton.

A

ter of Mr.

Mrs. Gerrit Riphagen, West 17th
St., was among those from Holland who attended the Wesleyan
Methodist camp meeting at Hastings last Sunday.

ZEELAND
^VvvvvwVVvvvvVVvvvw
® WNU S«nnc«

•

Tb* Wild

clubs will hold a big basket picnic

August 27, both
Van De Water Saturday,
noon and evening, at Johnson

OTTAWA COUNTY

-

•

* •

Attorney

Chicago; and William Dykhuis, 24
rural route No. 4, Holland, were
injured Saturdaynight on US-81,
two miles southeast of Saugatuck,
at aboat 10 p.m.
• • •

#//

Pirkins, 22. Virginia Park,

Fifth District Townsend

Prosecuting

Mias Irene Reiser,23, and Miss
Margaret Burladge, 22, both of

,

mi

far

mourn S;*

STA7SS, WAS HOT Pf(06JJt2SD
r. ALTHOUGHHe WALHSD ABOUT

the sfReers at

RepublicanNomination

retary, Joseph Hummel, Jr.; and
treasurer and executiveofficer,
Frank Haven.

charge in court of Justiceof Peace
John Galien.

The

CaadMats far

vice-presidents, W. W. Merrill, E.
C. Muckerman,and Paul King; sec-

paid a fine and costs of $20.65
when he pleaded guilty late Saturday to a drunk and disorderly

Gilbert

ELBERN PARSONS

Recently elected officers of the
Lake Shore eaeociationat Saug atuck are: president, 0. E. Aleahke;

The car of Mr. and Mrs. Hein
Derks, 114 West Main St, Zeeland,
was seriously damaged Saturday
when a tree was uprooted in the
storm which struck the city late in
the afternoon and fell on the top of
their 1937 sedan at 17th St. and
Lincoln Ave. No one was injured.
D.

AUEGAN COUNTY
mm
rvmmmmv

river

before

II

re.rhe. Bro.dmln.le, the. Ihe tapelu, .end. Ibe „.ler uphill.

Funeral services were held Tues-

day at 1:30 p.m. from the home
and at 2 pm. from the First Christian Reformed church, for Harm
Van Rhee, 72, who passed away at

PracticingAttorney for 27 yrs.

PRIMARIES SEPTEMBER 13

M BOB VE

WM.

Candidate for Nominationfor the

SHERIFF
Republican Ticket— Ottawa County

•

I have served the people of Otta-

wa

County aa Turnkey, Deputy
and Court Officer.

Sheriff

• Have studied fingerprintsand
Secret Service. I am well acquainted with the duties and clerical work of this office.
• I

solicit

br

your support.

PRIMARIES SEPTEMBER

13

' llow-

after-

^

- - ........ ..
....... WilRapids as guests of Mrs. J. M. Van bers, Mrs. Schreur, Mrs. A1 Kam- liam Kok officiated at the services,
Park,
Grandville, Mich. Games, CELEBRATE ANNIVERSARY
Candidate for Re-nomination
Alsburg.
contests and a picnic lunch will be
pen, Mrs. Eugene Ten Brink, Mrs. interment following at West
• • •
featured.
Garrett
Dalman, Mrs. Harry Was- Drenthe cemetery, The widow,
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. McIntosh
Miss Adelaide Dykhuizen, 88 sink, Mrs. W. Boeve, Mrs. Cnos- two daughters, Hattie and Helen
plan to celebrate their fiftiethwed- West 13th St., recently received
sen, Mrs. McFall, Mrs. Meurer, Van Rhee; two sons, John and
ding anniversary Sunday, August her M.A. degree at summer session
la Ottawa County (south half)
George, both of Drenthe; two
Accordingto an announcement28, at their home in East Sauga- graduation exercises at Northwest- Mrs. Mulder, Mrs. G. Tenelshof’ brothers, Johannes of Drenthe and
Mrs. William Visser, and the
tuck.
by
W.
H.
Lilian!,
manager
of
HOLLAND ALDERMAN FOR
On the Republican Ticket
George of this city; two sisters,
ern university.Of the 500 students
Warm Friend Tavern, late last They will observethe anniversary recommended for degrees,21 were Misses Harriet Dalman, Ruth Wol- Mrs. Albert Bredeveld of Fremont
EIGHT YEARS
dring, Eunice Ten Brink and
week, effective last Saturday morn- with open house in the afternoon from Michigan.
and Mrs. Class Brouwer of OakThelma
and
Martha
Blauw.
ing, Neil Webb, who resigned as from 2 o'clock until 5 o'clock and
• • •
Candidate For
land; and six grandchildrensurvive.
• • •
Your support will be fully
assistant manager of the local in the evening from 7 o’clock until
• * •
Mr.
and
Mrs. Julius J. Brusse.
Open house was held last Friday
appreciated.
hotel after two years of servicein 9 o'clock when they will receive
The annual Mission Fest of the
69 West 12th St., have announced at the home of Mr. and Mrs. John
this capacity, has been replaced by- their fnends.
the engagement of their daughter, Van Oss, 560 State St., in honor three ChristianReformed churches
Mr. and Mrs. McIntosh are Ruth Elaine,to Marvin Dyke, son
Ralph Jones, 18 East 12th St., who
in this city will be held at Zeeland
has been desk clerk for the past former residents of Allegan at of Mr. and Mrs. M. Dyke, 64 East of Mrs. Jacob Helder, mother of City park Labor Day afternoon and
PRIMARIES SEPT. 13
Mrs.
Van
Oss,
the
occasion
being
two years. Webb was a member of which time Mr. McIntosh was super- 22nd St. The wedding, which will
evening. Speakers at the afterMrs. HeUler’s 80th birthday annithe Tavern staff for six years, intendentof schools.
be an event of October, will take
noon sessionincludethe Rev S. A.
versary.
Mrs.
Helder,
whose
birthwhile Jones came to Holland from
Dykstra, missionary to China; the
place in Grace Episcopal church.
day was celebrated July 8, was also
Ludington,where he was a member
OLIVE CEINTER
IN OTTAWA COUNTY
Rev. Mr. Baker, home missionary• • •
feted at the affair. Mr. and Mrs.
of the staff of Hotel Steams. Jones
Harvey Alofs, who will leave as Helder,who reside at 16 East 17th at-large; and the Rev. Mr. Rikkers,
ON
is a native of Danville, Ind. Harvey
Mrs. Charley Schemper, of Pine Immanuel church missionaryto
Indian missionary. Special band,
Nevemel of Holland, stockroom Creek, formerly of Olive Center, Africa on Sept. 4, spent last Tues- St., are both members of Ninth St. orchestra,vocal and instrumental
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET
Christian Reformed church. Mrs.
clerk, has been promoted to the is confined to her bed with a stomday night at the home of Mr. and
numbers will be featured. There
Helder’s first husband, John Vanposition of desk clerk.
ache ailment.
Mrs. Paul Schilleman. Alofs is the
will be a Children’sHour during
PRIMARIES SEPT. 13
Mr. and Mrs. Gil Vande Berge son of Mrs. Maggie Alofs of den Belt, died 38 years ago. Mrs. the afternoon. The evening proVan
Oss, who also celebratedher
from Grand Rapids, and Mr. and North Holland.
gram
includes a pageant, depictRobert Heasley, son of Mr. and
birthday Friday, and W. J. Vanden
• • •
Mrs. John Boomgard from Spring
ing the historyof mission work in
Mrs. Roy Heasley, 303 Maple Ave.,
Belt are children of Mrs. Helder by
Lake, were Sunday callers at the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
Spykhoven,
Mrs.
the Christian Reformed denominaand Murray Snow, «on of Mrs. W.
her first marriage. Mr. Helder has
home of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Kraai. Raymond McFall, Mrs. Minnie Rottion, directed by Mrs. Larry Van
Curtis Snow, 79 West 11th St., reTheodore Van Vliet was on a man, and Arlene Spykhoven, all of one daughter,Mrs. Albertha Rishel Haitsma; and an address by the
ceived a ducking in Pine Creek
of Detroit.There are eight grandbusiness trip to South Dakota re- Holland, last Thursday attended
Rev. C. M. Schoolland of Holland.
bay Saturday when their sailboat cently.
children.
the Wesleyan Methodist camp
Canteen refreshmentswill be
was tipped over by high winds.
ii
Mrs. John Koetje underwent a meeting at Hastings.
available.
Students of Miss Myrtle De Witt
• • •
minor operation at Holland hospipresenteda piano recital last Tuestal Friday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Bertal Slagh, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. JarrettN. Clark of
ON REPUBLICAN TICKET
Rev. P. D. Van Vliet will ex- and Mrs. John Bremer, and Mr. day afternoon in the chapel of Zeeland announced the engagement
change pulpits with Rev. M. Bolt and Mrs. Willard B. Elferdink vis- Ebenezer Reformed church on of their daughter, Miss Helen
rural route No. 5. A large number
of
from New Era next Sunday.
ited Ionia Reformatoryin Ionia
Carol Clark, and E. Paul Babcock,
Mr.^ and Mrs. Wybe Strembler last Wednesday as guests of War- of parents and friends attended. son of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Babcock
and Eugene Strembler from Zee- den and Mrs. Garrett Heyns. The Among the solos played were of Grand Haven, at a dinner preOttawa County
land were Thursday dinner guests group also attended the Ionia “Menuet," Paderewski,by Lena sented by Mrs. Clark for her
Ruth
Pelon;
“Little
Fairy
Waltz,”
at the home of Mrs. James Knoll. Free Fair.
at Holland Country dub
Candidate for
Streabbog,
Anita Pelon; daughter
• •
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Boers and
Friday night Attending the affair
Mr. Gerrit Boers from Overisel Miss Adelaide Kuipers, daugh- “Morning Glory,” Kohler, by Ella- were the Misses Dorothy M. Fair
visitedat the home of -Mr. and ter of Mr. and Mrs. John Kuipers lene Dykhuis; “Recreations,”Oes- and Katherine E. Jackson, both of
Mrs. Henry Boers Wednesday of Jenison Park, has as guest at ten, bv Stella Stegehuis; “Drift- Detroit; Jeanne McCrate and
evening.
her home Miss Mildred Cook, ing,” by June Boerman; “Dainty Cecilia McCrate of Columbus
Daffodils,”Kohler, by Joyce
Many local young people attend- daugh
:hter of Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Boeve; “The Swing” and “Ups Grove, O.: Mrs. Ernest Penna of
ed the annual wiener roast of the Cook.
VOTE FOR
of
and Downs” by Esther Schorting- Holland; and Mrs. William Baron,
ChristianReformed church held at
Mrs.
Jay
Van
Dorple, and the
huis; "Sweet Clover,” Spaulding,
Port Sheldon Thursday evening. A
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen G. Oude- by Ethelyn Van Leeuwen; “The Mieses Janice Van Koevering,
fine time was enjoyed by all.
molen, 181 West Ninth St., Miss Robin’s Return,” Fisher, and Helene Plasm an, Estella Karsten,
Mr. and Mrs. John Knoll and Mr. Alice Oudemolen,Mrs. Gary Visch
PRIMARIES
IS
Sylvia Hux table and Helen Van
and Mrs. John Vander Ploew aM and daughter, and George Oude- “Pass Me Not, 0 Gentle Saviour,” Eenenaam,all of Zeeland.
Butler,
by
Sylvia
Boerman;
children,Joyce, Earl and David, molen of South Haven last Wed• • •
VOTE FOR
from Holland; and Gladys Conley nesday visited Mr. and Mrs. George "Moonlight Shadows,” Fitzpatrick,
by Jeneva Pelon; “Over the Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Van Dyke
of Grand Rapids, were recent call- Slocum in Kalamazoo.
Waves,” Rosas, by Dorothy Naber. celebratedtheir 41st wedding anniers at the Henry Redder home.
Duets included “Evening.”from versary at their Maple St. home,
Mrs. James Knoll and Janet, WilMr. and Mrs. Kenneth Osborne Low, by Dorothy Naber and Thursday evening. The occasion
lis and Julius attended the funeral
Republican Candidate for
have returned from Canton, New
was also Mrs. Van Dyke’s birthday
services for their grandmother, York, where Mr. Osborne gave in- Ethelyn Van Leeuwen; “Barcaanniversary. Mrs. Van Dyke is the
Prosecuting Attorney
Mrs. James Bruizeman at Noorde- struction in music at St. Lawrence rolle,” Offenbach, by Jeneva and
Lena Ruth Pelon. Miss De Witt daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
loos Wednesday afternoon.
Universityduring the summer sesDie:k K
Kamperman. Van Dyke is
Rev. and Mrs. P. D. Van Vliet sion. He directeda large new cho- joined Joyce Boeve in “Festival
Republican Primaries
proprietorof the Van Dyke
ke' I
Farm
March,”
from
Low,
Anita
Pfelon
and Mrs. Foster Van Vliet were in rus there and enjoyed getting up
implement Co., in which he has
Ann
Arbor
Friday to call on their programsfor the radio department in “Spring Song,” Pfitzner, and
PRIMARIES, SEPT. 13, 1938
September 13, 1938
«on and husband, Mr Foster Van operated by the school, as well as Ellalene Dykhuis in “LittleDuet.” been engaged 60 years. For 42
vears Mr. Van Dyke was a memvliet, who is attending summer giving recitals and engaging in A trio arrangement of "Star of
Hope,” Kennedy, was played by ber of the Zeeland fire department
Your Support Will Be Appreciated school there.
other activities.
Dorothy Naber, Jeneva and Lena and was mayor of Zeeland from
• • •
Your Support Will Be Appreciated umaiaiaaniiiimaaiaaiia***/
1917-20. Mr. and Mrs. Van Dyke
Ruth Pelon.
Completely installed with Day and Night Controls,
ANDREW LOHMAN SPEAKS
The family of Rev. Henry Colenboth charter members of SecTO ALLEGAN ROTARY brander of Orange City, Iowa, AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 4^4441^11 are
Automatic
Draft Control. Guaranteed to operate perond Reformed church, here. Van
spent a week at the lake.
fectly.
Terms
to suit you are acceptable.
Dyke
has
been
a
member
of
the
Andrew Lehman, manager of tbe
* * •
consistory on various occasions.
Hamilton Poultry Farms, spoke to
Save
money
with automaticheat. Auburn Stokers
VVvVWvYVVTTVVyfY?????
Mr. and Mrs. M. H. De Fouw
the affair at the Van
members of the Allegan Rotary
The second annual Westrate Attending
greatly
eliminate
smoke, soot and the usual dirt in
and family of LawndaleCourt are
Dyke home Thursday evening
club Monday night at their meeting
family reunion was held last Frihand firing.
at Ot-Well-Egan Country club. He vacationing at Niagara Falls and day at the Tennesse Beach cottage were: Mr. and Mrs. Van Dyke and
the eastern part of the country.
daughter, Dorothy; Mr. and Mrs.
described methods used on the farm
Write or phone us today. All installations are made
• • •
of Dr. and Mrs. William Westrate.
John Haan, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
and
also
the
marketing
principles
Now Serving his First Term
A
sports
propam
and
a
picnic
supwith factory-trainedmen.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Naberhuis,
Kieft,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
H.
De
UM*d in the Hamilton Farm Bureau.
per were enjoyed by those attendPree, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Van
Stoker Division
la Asking for Renomination for
Dr. Stewart Miller, program chair- 264 West 17th St., have returned to
ing. Officers electedfor the ensuthe
city
from
a
three-day
trip
to
Eenenaam, Mr. and Mrs. E. Van
man for next Monday night, aning year were: president,Marine
Lopik, Miss Gertrude Boer and Mr.
nounced this week that Prof. Willis Niagara Falls and Canada.
• • •
Westrate; vice-president, C. J. William Kamperman, all of ZeeDunbar of Kalamazoo college will
Westrate; and secretary-treasurer,
Inc.
speak.
land: and Mrs. E. J. Pruim of
The home of Mrs. Albert SchuiJack Kamphuis. Those attending Muskegon.
tema, 296 East Eighth St., was the
in Ottawa County
the affair included Mr. and Mrs.
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
scene last Friday afternoon of a
136 So.
Phone 2-5144
Marine Westrate,Mr. and Mrs.
grocery shower, presentedin honor
WANTED TO BUY - Property
SOCIETY
On the Republican Ticket
John Westrate, Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Battle Creek, Michigan
of Miss Edna Plagenhoef,who will
with Lake Michigan frontage.
Westrate and son, Harold, Mr. and
become a bride this month. A
State location, price, etc. Wnte
Western Michigan Distributors
Mrs. Albert Westrateand daugh“I have done my very best to serve
Mrs. Jennie Spykhoven, East social hour was enjoyed and a
Box 30, care of News.
ters, Dorla and Adrianna, Mr. and
24-Hour Service
18th St., has as guest at her home two-course luncheon was served.
you faithfully and well."
Mrs. Peter Braamse, Mr. and
her granddaughter,Rose Marie Those invited to attend the affair Mrs. Joe Westrate and sons, ChesSpykhovenof Grand Rapids.
were Mrs. Ed Schuitema and Mrs.
ter and Donald of North Holland,
• • •
Millard Fish of Grand Rapids, Mrs.
Miss Fanny Westrate, Dr. and Mrs.
PRIMARIES SEPT. 13
Mias Nella Meyer, Hope college Albert Schuitema, Mrs. Jake
William Westrate and children,
faculty member who is on leave of Schuitema, Mrs. Bert Schuitema,
Yvonne, Warren, Billy and Barbara.
absence to take graduate work in Mrs. James Schuitema, Delia and
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Kamphuis ana
New York city, is spending some Viola Schuitema, and Mrs. W. son,
Bobby, Mr. and Mrs. James
time at the home of her pj
Schuitema,
all
of
Zeeland;
and
Mrs.
parents,
Slagh of NorthlandHolland, Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. M«
leyer, 4 Nelson Plagenhoef, Mrs. John Eland Mrs. Gale Schilleman and chilWest 12th St.
hart and Mrs. Sam Plagenhoef, all
dren, Phyllis, Bryce and Roger of
WILL
of this city.
Whitehall and Mr. and Mrs. CorALLEYS, STREETS, OR PRIVATE
While Mrs. Mabel Vanden Berg,
nie J. Westrate.
Miss Elizabeth Pieters, who has
executive secretary of the Ottawa
recently
completed
a
course
in
hosWith Black-Top Materials To Meet Your Requirements
County American Red Cross chapMr. and Mrs. C. C. Wood preter, is on a two weeks’ vacation, pital library work at Minneapolis,
and State Specifications
sented an informal entertainment
her office in the city will remain and Miss Dorothy Pieters, were at their Waukazoo home Friday
joint hostesses last Thursday at
closed until Sept. 6.
We Will Contract For This Work
evening, honoring Prof, and Mrs.
their home on East 15th St., at a
• • •
E. F. Canaday,of Raleigh, N. C.f
tea,
attended
by
a
number
of
Guests at the home of Mr. and
Either by the Ton or Square Yard
brother-in-lawand sister of Mrs.
Mrs. J. Vander Hill on Washington friends. Miss Florence Dubbink
Wood.
Prof. Canaday is professor
Ave. last Thursday were their son was awarded the prize of the
US FOR ESTIBiATES
of Mathematicsat MeredithColand daughter-in-law,the Rev. and afternoon. Others attending the
lege, Raleigh.A gift was presented
REPUBUCAN CANDIDATE FOR Mrs. Laveme Vander Hill and son, tea were the Misses Heroine Air- the honor guests, a supper was
man, Helene Van Kersen, Evelyn
of Nyack, N. Y.
• • •
and Amanda Zwemer, Ruth Blek- served st the outdoor fireplace, and
bridge was played,prizes going to
Dr. and Mrs. Peter J. Mulder kink, Dora Smith, Estelle Schipper Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Butler and
Office, Corner Ottawa Ave. and 24th St.
and
Retta
and two daughtere are spending a
Mr. and Mrs. G. J. Bosch. Others
• • •
few weeks visiting Dr. Mulder’s
Telephone
Holland, Michigan
attending the affair were: Mr. and
Miss Cora Dykstra, who will be Mrs. Phillip Brooks, Mr. and Mrs.
For Ottawa and Muskegon Counties mother, Mrs. Lena Mulder of 2
West 19th St
a September bride, was honor R. W. Everett,Mr. and Mrs. Orlie
ft
• • •
At Primary, September18
gueat Thuraday night at a shower Oshop. Mr. and Mm. K. De Pree,
Joseph Borgman, Jr., Muskegon, at the home of Mr*. C. Mulder at
Dr. and Mrs. FJ5. DeWeese, Mrs. E.
spent last week-end at the home of wWch Mra. Mulder, Mrs. Roy MeE. J.
WANTED 1986-86— Ford. Han
C. Brooks, Prof, and Mrs. E. P.
his parenta,439 Central Ave.
Former CircuitJudge for
fall, Mrs. O. Cnoasen and Mrs. M. McLean, Dr. and Mrs. Bruce Ray1930 Ford tudor and caab-8tatt
D. G, Ph.C.
•
•
•
.
Muskegon County, 1918 to 193$
Meurer were hostesses.Mias Dyk- mond, Mrs. W. C. Snow, Mrs. J. D.
{all particular*and best price.
CHIROPRACTOR
Mrs. Melvin Van Tatenhove, itra, who i§ a resident of Kalama- Frendi, Mr. and Mrs. J< D. Senevey
Mrs. James Vander Hill, Mrs. A. zoo, ifa a former Holland resident.
IbSSl&SSx
^SUt.
*80!? SS1 HdllSf*
and
thsir
house
guest, Mrs.
Van Ry, Mrs. Ralph Van Lente, A two-course lunch was served and
O’Meara of Kansas City, Mo., Mr.
Abo Senator for Ottawa and
Mrs. Fred Van Lente. Mrs.. F. S.
and Mrs. W. L. Eaton and their
Muakegon Counties, 1911-12
Van By, and Mrs. William Vande
Phone 2905
guest, Mrs. C. A. McCarthy of
Water and son, all of this, city,
Chicago,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
John
G.
Mrs. Manr De Graaf of Brooklyn, ritod guests were Mi». William
FOR RENT— Home, 216 West 18th
Eaton, Misses Helen and Mwy Ann
N. Y., and Mrs. Thomas Ten Hoeve
St Well shaded, screen porch, horaaa jmd sow*. Notify m
(Jmaday, Murray Snow and Robert
of Detroit, spent Friday in Grand
Inquire Isaac Koosr Real Estate,
81 Wert 8th BU Holland, u
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HOLLAND 8TATKPABK SUPERINTENDENT ENJOYS JOB?
PROUD OP SAPETY
RECORD

Park board be granted.

in* tha alley. After oomo discus- purchAM the •o-calUd Tannery
It waa. further reported that the sion and a statement from the City propertyand to isaoe bonds to cover
funds for paying for this improve- Engineer that the alley was not tee coetk, estimated at $16,500.00.
ment could be taken from Gee and being used, it was moved by Aid. This propositionto bond tee City

STATE OF MICHIGAN
In the Circuit Court for

the

County of Ottswa.

BRIDES:Among the sons of Third church
IN CHANCERY.
Btjr, kk* freighter,
now in the ministry and mending
Weight Tax monies and an item Huyser, supported by Smith, that for that amount to be submitted to
In the Matter of the Petitionof
brought 2,500 tons of pig iron to the Tacation in Holland is Ore Rev.
the
dlley be officiallyclosed.
a
vote
of
the
people
on
September
be
placed
in
the
Park
Board
Budget
By arraavemcat with a New York FRITZ LIKDTKE, et al for tha
“One meets such intererting peoHolland harbor from Toledo, 0., Francis P. Ihrman, pastor of the ple," is a stock phrase but it tpay next March to reimburse this fund.
18, 1938. Bonds were to be retired
Dissolutionof the COVERT MANAdopted by Ayes and Nays as
in ten years.
Report adopted.
Salon wo are ablo to tako ckargo of UFACTURING COMPANY, a
late last week. The iron was con- First Presbyterian church of Ra- well be one of the reasons genial
follows:
signed to the Holland Furnace Co. cine, Wis. Mre. Human and the Carl Van Weelden, superintendent Committee on Claims and AcU was moved by Aid. Kalkman,
MichiganCorporation of Holland,
Ayes: Drinkwater, Kalkman, supported by Drinkwater, that the ail details, from outfitting tee bride Mich.
two childrenare also enjoying the of the Holland state park at Ottawa counts reported claims in the
• • •
At a session of the said Court
Upon his arraignmenton an breeies on this side of Lake Mich- Beach likes his job. With the amount of 37,734.87 and recom- Brouwer, Huyser, Menken, Vogel- Council submit this propositionto
igan, but Francis is nurMng a frac- camping limit eight days to a mended payment thereof.
zang, Smith — 7.
to arranging tho tablea. Call Brido’f held at the courthouse in the City
a vote.
assault and battery charge last
tured ankle, sustained in Detroit group, from 900 to 1,000 campers Adopted.
of Grand Hamlin said County on
Friday afternoon, Dick D. WierNays: Kleis - 1.
Aids. Brouwer, Menken and
two weeks ago.
visit the park each month during
the 28th dafjP^uly, A. D, 1938.
In this connection Aid. Huyser Mr. Kleis stated that the reason Kleis commented on this propo- Borvko.
• • •
the summer. He meets all kinds brought up the matter relative to
Present: nfnorablo Joseph F.
sition.
These
aldermen
stated
tnat
for
voting
against
this
closing
was
Trees were uprooted during Sat- of people that make a camper’s
ROSE CLOAK STORE
Sanford, Circuit Judge.
the compensation claim pavable to due to the fact that the Council they had no particular objectionto
urday's windstorm at the Samuel
On reading and filing the petiformer police officer Benj. Kalk- would be setting a precedent in submitting this proposition to a
Kurx home, 486 East Eighth SL,
Van Weelden has worked up to man. Mr. Huyser stated that for dosing anv alley where objections vote; however, they felt that the ffTVVffffvf vvVikvvvvff vvi tion of Frits Liedtke,James Garat 70 East 17th St., at 70 West his present positionfrom his forrard, Lawrence Kolb, William
some time this claim had been had been filed by property owners. citizens should be fully informed
12th St., and on East 21st St.
mer job of lifeguard. He worked questioned and he understood that Mr. Kleis favored deferring action of just what the cost would be in
Arendshorst and Charles H. Mc* • •
in the latter capacity at the Grand some definite informationwas to be
Bride, all of the City of Holland,
until more could be learned about addition to Just the purchase price
Expires Aug. 20—8212
Michigan, praving for the dissoluRepairmenof the Michigan Bell Haven oval for a number of years, forthcoming in regard to the status the reason for these protests.
of $16,500.00. Mayor Geerlings
tion of the Covert Manufacturing
Telephone Co. and the Holland and is now in his fourth year of of this claim.
questioned the wisdom of submitClerk presented communication
Company, a corporationorganized
board of public works were kept service aa directorof the Holland
STATE oVVlCHIGAN
Both
Aid*. Ed Brouwer and from Board of Police and Fire ting this propositionat the present
The Probate Court for the Coun- and existingunder the laws of tha
busy for several hours Saturday oval. Of Dutch ancestry, he makes Drinkwater stated that they have
time. Huyser and Vogelzangalso
State of Michigan and for the aprepairing damage resulting from his home in Holland. He is on call continually questioned this item Commissioners recommendingaddi- questioned the wisdom of submit- ty of Ottawa.
high winds and the accompanyingat all hours during the summer but felt that in as much aa nothing tional water mains and a fire ting this proposition to a vote.
At a sessionof said Court, held pointment of a temporaryreceiver
hydrant on Central avenue near Aid. Huyser stated that the people at the Probate Office in the City of pending the hearing on said petiand spends much of his time in
rainstorm.
definite had been done they had no
• • •
the dump.
winter at the park.
looked to the Council for informa- Grand Haven in said County, on tion, and for other reliefas in such
choice but to allow the claim.
The Holland park has a fine repRequest Board of Public Works tion and guidance in many of these the 27th day of July, A.D., 1988.
petition set forth, having come on
The soloist at the morning servCity Attorney Elbern Parsons to install necessary mains.
utation througnout the state for
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- to be heard before the Court and
things and he felt that the Council
ice of Third church was Mrs. H. J.
its cleanliness, and is an attractive stated that he had attempted for
having been sufficiently considerClerk presented communication should not submit it to a vote as in ter, Judge of Probate.
Osborne of Rock Island, 111., sisterplace to spend a vacation, aa is at- quite some time to get Dr. Tappan
In the Matter of the Estate of ed, on motion of Charles H. Mcfrom Wm. M. Connelly, together their own opinion they did not
in-law of the organist.
and
Dr.
Vander
Vlede
to
examine
tested by the sire of the tent and
Bride, attorney for petitioners.
George E. Kollen,Deceased.
this claimant in order to determine with a report of the annual audit think it the proper thing to purtrailer colony.
IT IS ORDERED, ADJUDGED
The
GRAND
RAPIDS
TRUST
recently
completed;
and
also
an
chase
this
property.
BIG POPULATION
With the movement to secure a the status of this claim but up to abbreviatedreport Riving a resume
COMPANY,
of
Grand
Rapids, and DECREED that stockholders,
After
considerable
discussion
pro
this time had been unable to get a
Michigan,having filed in said Court creditors and all persons interestea
State authoritiesworried today new bathhouse approved, camping
of the status of the Chamber of and con, the motion was put.
report on the matter.
about the case of Sheridan town- facilitieswill be even better next
Commerce at the time he assumed Motion of Aid. Kalkman, sup- its Eighteenth Annual Account as in such corporation, show cause, If
After
some
discussion
on
the
ship, in Gladwin county, Michigan, year, Van Weelden says. The beach
control in 1932 and also at the ported by Drinkwater, was pre- Trustee under the Will of said de- any they have, why such corporaw, constantly patrolledby experi- matter, it was moved by Huyser,
ceased, and Its petitionspraying tion should not be dissolved before
populated by Just four families.
present time. Mr. Connelly further
sented with the following results:
for the allowance thereof, and for the Judge of the Circuit Court
Attorney General Raymond W. enced lifeguards,and the park supported by Smith, that the com- provided a copy of his report for
Ayes:
Kleis,
Drinkwater,
Kalkthe allowance of ita fees as such for the County of Ottawa, In
Starr, reading a formal report superintendentis very proud of the mittee on Claims and Accounts each member of the Council.
man, Brouwer, Menken and Smith Trustee,
Chancery, at 10:00 o’clock A. M.
which asserted Mit takes most of fact that during the time he has withhold all furtherpayment to Mr.
Accepted and filed.
- 6.
Kalkman until such time as a defIT IS ORDERED, That the 30th (Eastern StandardTime) on the
the adult members of the families been superintendent no drowning*
Clerk presented communication
have
occurred at Ottawa Beach, inite agreement is reached in reNays: Huyser and Vogelzang— 2. day of August, A.D., 1038, at ten 30th day of August A. D., 1988.
to fill the township and school ofalthough first reports stated erron- gard to the status of this Particular from Board of Public Works for
Since the City Charter requires7
IT IS ALSO ORDERED that
fices” and the rest of the relatives
the purchaseof a 10-inch main votes to pass any resolution, it was o’clock in the forenoon,at said Proeously that the three drownings claimant.
bate Office, be and is hereby ap- pending the hearing on said petito elect them, decided there was
throttle
valve
for
the
5,000
K.W.
during the recent ‘‘freak storm’’
declaredlost.
Adopted.
pointed for examining and allow- tion for dissolution, Jay Den Hernothing he could do about it The
turbine at a cost of $1,467.00.
had occurred there.
Council appointed the following ing said account and hearing said der be, and he is hereby appointed
report came from Gladwin county
Sewer Committee, to whom had
CANDIDATE FOR
Approved.
as temporary receiver for said
Prosecutor Bourke C. Wilmot, at
been referred the recommendation Clerk presented communication inspectorsof election for the Gen- petition.
In a communicationreceived by
eral Primary and Special Election,
It is Further Ordered, That pub- corporation,upon the filing of his
Starr’srequest
of the Board of Health, relative to
from
Board
of
Public Works for
the
News
from
Miss
Janet
Mulder
lic notice thereof be given by pub- officialbond in the penal sum of
o
September 13, 1938:
and Miss Metta J. Ross, who are constructinga sewer in the vicinity the purchase of sewer pipe from
Republican Nomination
• • •
lication of a copy of this order, for Two Thousand ($2,000.00)Dollars
of the Superior Ice Company in
A CAT’S CURIOSITY
T.
Keppel’s
Sons
at
a
quoted
price
vacationing on Drummond Island,
three successiveweeks previous to to be approved by this Court, with
order to service this plant, reported
1st Ward— Dick Brandt.
of
$753.35.
the local vacationistsreport that
said day of hearing, in the Hol- all the usual and customary powers
Found— a cat that curiosityal- fishing is fine and that so far the recommendingthat such sewer be
2nd Ward— John Woltman.
Approved.
land City News, a newspaper print- of receivers in equity, including
most killed.
constructedand that the Clerk in3rd Ward— Peter Brusse.
highest temperature has been 74
ed and circulatedIn said County. the right to continue the business
struct the Board of Public Works
Clerk
presented communication
It’s Tibby, owned by Mr. and
degrees.
4th Ward— Wm. Lawrence.
of said corporationas a going conCORA, VANDE WATER,
to prepare the plans, specifications from Board of Public Works recMrs. William Hopkins of New
Prosecuting Attorney
Judge of Probate. cern, and to apply to this Court
and estimate of costs.
5th Ward— 1st Prec.— Martin
York.
ommending the constructionof a
for authority and directionfrom
new electric power plant and reThe cat stuck its head into the
Wabeke. A true copy:
Adopted.
Harriet Swart,
time to time as he, in the exerdse
questing authorityto file an applirear
of
a
radio
to
see
what
made
OTTAWA COUNTY
5th Ward— 2nd Prec— Fritz
Civic Improvementcommittee reRegister of Probate.
of his powers as such temporary
cation with PWA for a grant to aid
the music.
ported receiving a considerable
Jonkman.
receiver, shall deem necessary or
in financingsuch new pii
plant.
An officialof the SPCA had to
number
of complaints in regard to
Prinariee September IS, 1938
proper,and to engage tha services
6th Ward— Herman Steggerda.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 17, 1938.
Unanimouslyadopted.
take the radio apart to free Tibby.
the conditionof the alleys in the
of Charles H. McBride,attorney
Polls open 7 a. m. and close 6
Expires Aug. 29—17397
• • •
(Note: The Common Council, todowntown district. The committee
• • <
for legal servicesand advise.
The Common Council met in reg- stated that they understand that gether with the Board of Ihiblic p. m.
IT IS ALSO ORDERED teat
• • •
STATE OF MICHIGAN
ular session and was called to order many of these alleys were privately Works and other officials,had an
said temporaryreceiver forthwith
Adjourned.
informal
meeting
on
the
previous
The Probate Court for the Counby the Mayor. Present: Mayor owned. However, the committee
and at least thirty days prior to
suggested that a study be made to evening to consider the above proty of Ottawa.
Henry Geerlings, Aids. KJeis, Drinkthe hearing on the applicationfor
determine if some agreement can posal. It was brought out in this
At a sessionof said Court, held dissolution,cause netfce of the
C.
water, Kalkman, Brouwer, Huyser, 5e* reached between the property meeting that the capacity of the
Expires Oct. 1
at the Probate Office in the City of contentsof this order to be served
Menken, Vogelzang, Smith and the owners and the City of Holland by presentplant would have to be inORDER OF PUBLICATION ON Grand Hsven in the said County, by mail upon creditorsand stockwhich the City might be able to cleased in the near future in order
Clerk.
on the 26th day of July, A. D., holders and other parties In interBILL TO QUIET
to
keep
up
with
the
increased
deget the control and use of these
1938.
Devotions: Mayor Geerlings.
est of the Covert Manufacturing
mand
for
electricity.
It
was
stated
UNDER STATUTE
alleys and have them improved.
Minutes of the last regular meetthat
the
Board
were
contemplating
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wa- Company, and further,cause such
Matter referred to the Street
notice to be publishedonce in each
the purchase of a new generator at
ter, Judge of Probate.
ing considered read and are ap- committee for investigation.
STATE OF MICHIGAN
week for three successiveweeks in
• • •
a
cost
of
upwards
of
$300,000.00.
In
the
Matter
of
the
Estate
of
of
proved.
However, at this time, they felt it
Jan (John) H. Hoffman, Deceas- the Holland City News, s newspaCommunicationsfrom Boards and
per published, printed end circu• • *
would be possible to secure a new THE CIRCUIT COURT FOR THE ed.
Petitions and Accounts
lated in the County of Ottawa.
City Officers
COUNTY
OF
OTTAWA
Candidate ior
plant under a PWA oroject and by
It
appearing
to
the
court
that
• • •
Joseph F. Sanford,
• • •
IN CHANCERY
so doing it might be possible to
the time for presentationof claims
The claims approved by the Hos- secure a grant of 45% of the entire
Circuit Judge, Presiding.
Clerk presented several applicaagainst said estate should be limRegister of Deeds
pital Board in the sum of $1,321.60; cost. The consultingengineer,Mr.
ited, and that a time and place be Charles H. McBride.
tions for building permits.
the Library Board, $231.27; the Hamilton,estimated a complete new Sadie Palmer,
Attorneyfor Petitioners..
appointed to receive, examine and
Granted, subject to the approval
Plaintiff,
Business Address:
oi Ottawa County on the
adjust
all
claims
and
demands
of the City Engineer and Fire Park and Cemetery Board, modem unit to cost approximately
vs.
$1,103.01;Police and Fire Board, $1,500,000.00.It was further
Holland, Michigan.
against
said
deceased
by
and
beChief.
RepublicanTicket
Alexander C. Mitchell, Cyren
CERTIFICATE OF COPY OF
Clerk preeentedapplication of $3,192.06, and the Board of Public brought out that the Board now Burdick and Matthew Mitchell, as fore said court:
RECORD
James S. Ayoud, 38 Antoine St., S. Works, $25,122.67 were ordered had a surplus of approximately truitees.of Black River Harbor It is Ordered, That creditorsof
“I hope on this occasion you
By Clerk in Chancery. ,
said deceased are required to preW., Grand Rapids, for licenseto certified to the Council for pay- $500,000.00that could be used to- association.
can give me your kind conment. (Said claims on file in Clerk's ward the construction of a new
STATE OF MICHIGAN,
sell tapestryand fancy goods for a
siderationat the PrimariM,
Matthew Mitchell, James S. Bos- sent their claims to said court at
office for public inspection.)
County of Ottawa, as. "c
power plant.
said
Probate
Office
on
or
before
30-day
period.
Tuesday, Sept 13."
worth, William S. Driggs, Hosea B.
Allowed.
I, WILLIAM WILDS, Clerk of
Denied.
It was further brought out that Huston, James Millen, Paul Mitch- the 30th day of November, A. D^
Board of Public Works reported
the Circuit Court for the County
Clerk Oscar Peterson presented
if a new plant was started now it ell, Jr., Jonas White, Edith Hunt- 1938, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
collectionof $15,712.45; City Treasoperating report of Gas Co. for the
would be between two and three ington, George Huntington, Charles said time and place being hereby of Ottawa in Chancery, do hereb)
urer: Miscellaneous,$2,732.10and
certify that the above end foregomonth of May, 1938.
years before it could be completed Huntington. Judson E. Rice Hiram appointed for tne examination and
1938 taxes, $78,757.07.
scan
Accepted and filed.
and the Board estimated their earn- Rogers, William W. Whitemore, Eli- adjustment of all claims and de- ing ia a true and correctcopy of
Accepted and filed.
Order entered end filed in the anove
ings during this period, together zur Hopkins, Lyman Mower, Alex- mands against said deceased.
Clerk presented applicationand
Clerk reportedbonds and interest
It is Further Ordered, That pub- entitled cause in said -Court, as
bond of Ruben Nyenhuis for license
with the surplus they now have on ander Jenkins, Cyren Burdick, Iscoupons due and presented for payto constructsidewalks.
hand, would be sufficient to finance rael Foote, Jan Van Putten,Jacob lic notice thereof be given by pub- appears of Record in my office.
Bond approved and license ment in the amount of $7,927.50.
the cost without any bond issue B. Bailey, Georee Stassey,William lication of a copy of this order for That I have compared the aame
Ordered paid.
granted.
whatever. It was the consensus of McKay, Henry H. Barrow, Edmund three successiveweeks previous to with the originai, and it ia a true
Clerk reported that pursuant to
opinion at this meeting that now Prion, or their unknown heirs, de- said day of hearing, in the Hol- transcripttherefrom, and of tbo
Clerk Peterson nresented oath of
instructions he had given notice of
land City News, a newspaper print- whole thereof.
was the opportune time and that visees, legatees and assigns,
office of Jacob Bultman as a memthe proposed vacating of the alley
In Testimony Whereof, I have
ed and circulatedin saia county.
ber of the Board of Appeals.
the Board should take immediate
Defendants.
in Block 2, Prospect Park addition,
hereunto rfet my hand and affixed
CORA VANDE WATER,
Accepted and filed.
action in filing an applicationwith
situated between East 20th and
At a session of said Court held at
• • •
Judge of Probate. the Seal of said Court, at Grand
the PWA for a grant of 45% of
East 21st streets and running from constructing such a new electric the Court House in the City of A true copy:
Haven this 28th day of July, AJ).,
Reports of Standing Committee*
College to Columbia avenue and of light and power plant.)
Grand Haven, in said County, on
• • •
Harriet Swart,
to be held on
the time and place for hearing
the 24th day of August. A.D., 1938.
William Wilds, Clerk in Chancery.
Registerof Probate.
• • •
Street Committee reportedhaving objections, if any, to said proposed
Present:Hon. Fred T. Miles, CirMotions and Resolutions
received a petitionfrom resident* vacating. Clerk further presented
TUESDAY,
13, 1938
cuit Judge.
Expires Sept. I’r
living on 15th and 16th streets, be- affidavitof publication to such
On reading and filing the Bill of
Expires Aug. 20 — 17428
MORTGAGE SALE
tween Maple and Washingtonave- notice. Clerk further presented
Aid. Ed Brouwer submitteda Complaintin said cause and the
Defaiflt having been made in the
nues, requesting that this alley be communicationsigned by H. P. resolutioncommenting on the re- Affidavit of Gerrit W. Kooyers atSTATE OF MICHIGAN
Notice is hereby given that I, the undersigned Townconditionsof a certain mortgage
closed with the exception of the Kleis and Will Drost, protesting cent death of Isaac H. Fairbanks,
tached
thereto, from which it satisThe
Probate
Court
for
the
Counship Clerk, will receive for re-registration the name of
signed and executed by Eiie Scheerwest 88 feet, and recommendedthat against said closing.
a pioneer in this community. The factorily appears to the Court
ty of Ottawa.
hoorn and Maaike Scheernoorn,his
the petition be granted and that a
any legal voter in the Township of Holland NOT ALAid. Huyser, chairman of the resolutioncalled attention to the that the defendants above named,
At a sessionof said Court, held wife, to the Council of Hope Colhearing on the closing of this alley Street Committee,stated that an fine character of this pioneer famor their unknown heirs, devisees,
REGISTERED, on August 24th at my office,
be set for Wednesday, September invfcstigation has been made and ily and further that a copy of the legatees and assigns, are proper at the Probate Office in the City of lege, a corporation of Holland,
Grand Haven in the said County, Michigan, on the 30th day of Aug21,
at
7:30
p.
m.
resolution
be
sent
to
the
near
relafrom 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m.; on August 27th at the
that they favor the closingof this
and necessary parties defendant in
on the 30th day of July, A. D., ust, 1902, which said mortgage waa
Adopted.
alley in spite of the protest. Mr. tives with expressionsof sympathy the above entitled cause, and;
Wolverine Hatchery, Zeeland, Mich., from 4 :30 p. m.
1938.
recorded in the office of the RegisStreet Committeefurther report- Huyser took the positionthat the from the Mayor and Common
It further appearing that after
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Wak ter of Deeds for Ottawa County,
ed relative to a petition that was alley was not being used and that Council.
to 8 :00 p. m. ; on August 30th at the Township Hall
diligent search and inquiry it canreceived some time ago for the those parties who protesteddid not
er, Judge of Probate.
Michigan, on the 2nd day of Sepnot be ascertained,and it is not
from 6 :00 p. m. to 9 :00 p. m. ; and on the last day of
paving of 21st street from State have a legitimatereason for proIn the Matter of the Estate of tember, 1902, in Liber 70 of Mortknown whether or not said defendRESOLUTION
street to Michigan avenue. The testing the closing of this alley.
Peter Schoon, Deceased. *
gages on page 228, on which there
registration,September 3, at the clerk’s office,from
ants are living or dead, or where
committee reported that a majority Several residentswho lived in the
Jeanette Mulder having filed in is claimed to be due at ths time
any
of
them
may
reside
if
living,
8 :00 a. m. to 8 :00 p. m.
This also includes those elecWe, the Mayor and the Common
of the property owners on this block that was to be affected spoke
said court her petition praying that of this notice for principal and inand, if dead, whether they have
street favor paving and recom- in favor of closing the alley. The Council of . the City of Holland,
said court adjudicate and deter- terest the sum of Five Hundred
tors who have not availed themselves of the opportunipersonal representativesor heirs
mended that steps be taken to have property owners who spoke were knowing that God, in His infinite
mine who were at the time of his Thirty-one and 20/100 ($531.20)
living or where they or some of
ty to register at the various school houses.
wisdom
has
taken
away
one
of
this street paved later on.
death the legal heirs of said de- dollars,
Mr. Tom De Vries, Mr. George
them
may
reside, and further that
It was also recommended that a Schuling and Mr. Russell Berton. our pioneer citizens, namely, Isaac
ceased and entitledto inherit the
Default having also been made
the
present
whereabouts
of
said
Application for Registration must be made persondate for the hearing on the paving All of these men contended that the H. Fairbanks,feel tnat in his passreal estate of which said deceased in the conditions of a certain mortueienaanis
are
ununown,
ana
mai
jje .
Defendants
unknown,
and
that
ing we are reminded that the last
be deferred until some later time.
gage signed and executed by Eije
ally by applicant.
alley was not being used and that
the names of the persons whn are ,t
30ft d
Adopted.
Scheerhoornand Maaike Scheerall property owners had access to person of the second generation in included therein without being
Street Committee, to whom had their property from the street with- a pioneer ancestry has departed
of August, A.D., 1938, at ten o’- hoorn, his wife, to the Council of
been referred, together with the out using the alley. Aids. Brouwer from this picture of life. Mr. Fair- named, but who are embraced clock in the forenoon, at said pro- Hope College, a corporation of
Walter Vander Haar, Holland Township Clerk
therein
under
the
title
of
unknown
Ways and Means committee,a and Kleis suggesteddeferring banks was the son of a noble sire,
bate office, be and is hereby ap- Holland,Michigan, on the 26th day
heirs, devisees, legatees and asrecommendation from the Board of action until the next Council meet- who came to this vicinity even bepointed for hearing said petition; of September, 1905, which said
signs,
cannot
be
ascertained
after
Park and Cemetery Trustees to ing in order that they might find fore the founder set foot in these
It is Further Ordered, That pub- mortgage was recorded in the ofdiligent
search
and
inquiry;
except
pave the driveway through Kollen out just} what reason these two environs.He was sent here by his
lic notice thereofbe given hv pub- fice of tho Register of Deeds for
Park, reported having had a joint property owners had against clos- governmentto treat with the Ab- that it appears that George Hunt- lication of a copy of this order for Ottawa County, Michigan on the
original tribes, the childrenof na- ington and Charles Huntington are three successive weeks previous 7th day of October, 1905 in Liber
meeting with the Park Board, the
ture who made the forest their non-residentsof Michigan and are to said day of hearing, in the Hol- 76 of Mortgages on page 139, on
committee on Ways and Means and
dwelling place, and the streams residents of North Dakota.
the Street Committee and reconrland City News, a newspaper print- which there is claimed to be due
On motion of Gerrit W. Kooyers, ed and circulatedin said county.
and woodlandtheir avenues of livmended that the request of the
at the time of this notice for prining. It was Mr. Fairbankswho Attorney for Plaintiff,it is ordered
CORA VAN DE WATER, cipal and interest the sum of One
aided Dr. Van Raalte as an arbi- that said Defendants and their unJudge of Proba*" Hundred four and 45/100 ($104.45)
Wants to Buy all Kind* of Scrap trator between the Indians and known heirs, devisees, legatees and A true copy.
dollars, and upon which mortgages
assigns, cause their appearance to
Matoriai
Old
Iron,
Radiators,
Old
the
Hollanders,
and
this
sometimes
is
there ia also due the sum of Two
Harriet Swart,
be
entered
in
this
cause
within
Batteries and other Junk. Bert would have brought trying situaHundred Sixty-sixand 49/100
RETIRED IT
Register of Probate.
three
months
from
the
date
of
this
market price; also feed and sugar tions but for the soft-spoken
($266.49)dollars which said mortBEGINS ALL
order, and in default thereof that
voice of the Indian interpreter.
bags.
gagee has paid for taxes upon the
Time passed from pioneering said bill of complaint be taken as
OVER AGAIN
property covered by said mortand trail blazing to an established confessed by the said Defendants,
NOfSO
Lasting
the Stars gages, and an attorney fee aa proorder of American citizenry, em- their unknown heirs, devisees, legaVAIN AMAN
Most beautifultribute to one de- vided in said mortgages, and no
bracing all developments, such as tees and assigns;
suit or proceedings at law having
has builded the America of today
It is further ordered that within parted is the offeringthat expects
been instituted to recover the mon— Holland was includedin that up- twenty days Plaintiff cause a copy no reward save its own evidence
ies secured by said mortgages,
building. The older citizens re- of this Order to be publishedin tne
member the genial Isaac Fair- Holland City News, a newspaper of lasting worth. Whether simple NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN
that by virtue of the power of sale
banks, who came from . the rural printed,published, and circulated or imposing in character,memorial
contained in said mortgages and
Attomeys-at-Law
district of Fillmore to Holland,and in said County, such publicationto problems of yours become ours
the statute in such case made and
who later became an honored citi- be continued therein once in each from the day you consult us.
Office: Over Holland State
provided on Monday, the 26th day
zen of this community,and played week for six weeks in succession.
Bank
of September, A.D., 1938, at one
an important part in its civic and
FRED
T.
MILES,
o’clockin the afternoon, Eastern
Holland, Michigan
religiousdevelopment. The FairCircuit Judge.
Standard Time, the undersigned
banks name is known throughout Countersigned:
will, at the North front door of the
the nation. Even a shrine has been
WILLIAM WILDS,
Expire* Sept 8
Court House in the city of Grand
dedicated to this great American
Clerk of Circuit Court.
Haven, Michigan,sell at public
family. Today the last of the sons
Take notice,that this suit, in
REGISTRATION NOTICE
auction to the highest bidder the
of this pioneer,who, too, was a which the foregoing order was duly
Park
Township
.
.
.
premises described in said mortpioneer,was laid to rest in the made, involves and is brought to
gages, or so much thereof as may
This is to call attention that reg- same plot with his Indian agent quiet title to the following debe necessary to pay the amount
istration takes place in Park father.The son, too, was of the scribed piece or parcel of land sitDo the monthly bills leave you just "even", or is these
due on said mortgageswith interTownshipfor the general Primary same type, imbued with the" same uated and being in the Townshipof
something left over for yrm? The answer to this question
est and taxes, together with all
Electionon the following days:
spirit and with the same aims and Holland, County of Ottawa, State
legal costs and said attorney fees,
nuy very weU determineyou success or failurem life.
At the office of A. Kronemeyer,purpose in Ufa. Americans of this of Michigan, describedas follows,
the premisesbeing described as
Township Clerk, at Central Park in type constitutethe foundation of to-wit:
Why leave such an important thing as your bank bal- /
follows:
prednet No. 2, or at the residence a real Democraticform of govAil that part of the North
- Part of Lot two (2) in Block
ance to chance? Don't wait until all expenses are paid beof Nicholes Stidstra,precinctNo. ernment The example of this one-half (Nh) of tee Northwest
sixty-three(68) in dty of Hol1, Lakewood BlviL, on the follow- sturdy family we feel could be em- quarter (NWK) qf the Southeast
28 East 9th St.
fore making s deposit Pay yourself
Then you ate sute
land, more particularlydescribing days: August 24, 26, 26, 27 ulated by many of our citizenry quarter (SEK ) of Section Eighteen
Holland, Michigan
togetahead.
ed as the' Weft* fifty <50) feet in
and Sept 3, from 8 o’clock a. m. of today. It is irith deep regret (18), Township Five (5) North,
width of said lot, situated in the
until 5 o’clockp. m. of each day. that we hear of his passing, and Rage Fifteen (15) West, lying
dty of HoUand, Ottawa County,
Thote who have moved Into the wish through (this kesolution to East of the highway formerly callMichigan.
Township or have become of fcge send our sincerecondolence to the ad the Allegan, Muskegon and
Eye, Ear, Non and TVaat
THE COUNCIL OF
are requestedto re-register or relatives of this Christian gentle- Twerae Bay state Road; except
HOPE COLLEGE,
register as the case may be. All man, Mr. L H. Fairbanks.
the North Ten Acres Thereof.
Mortgagee.
Respectfullysubmitted,
applicationsfor registrationmust
HOLLAND,
(Over Modal
Stow)
Block north and half block
GERRIT W. KOOYERS,
Lokker A Den Herder,
Edward Brouwer
be made personally by the appliHolland,
west of Warm Friend Tavern
Attorney for Plaintiff.
Attorney! for Mortgagee.
Office Haste: t*U ojk. 2-5 p us. cant
Business Address:
.
«
• ' £*"
Adopted.
PHONE 4264
A. KRONEMEYER,
Federal
Eveniagtr-Satiuday TfM to
28 West 8th SL,
Clerk presented a resolutionto
v Park Township Clerk.
Fhosaa: Office
Rea. 2776
Holland, Michigan.
18 W. 7th St, Holland
The Back
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NEWS

south and a mile east of Allen- Miss Elisabeth Arendshont,who
Mrs. Johannes Heerspink cele- A number of friends and rela->
OVERI8EL
dale. Coroner GilbertVande Wa- recently left on a trip to the South
Frances, are on a trip through the Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Welmtn, t
brated her 85th birthday anniver- tives were entertainedat a wiener
West, also visitingDr. and Mrs.
ter
pronounced
death
due
to
suiWtttt cide. Despondency was blamed for
roast
last
Tuesday
evening
by
Mr.
a
Prof, and Mrs. Glen Nykerk and John Veldhuis in Montana and Mrs. student at the WestminlterPresM1™
“3 1“‘
tfUrnoonwith
byterian seminary, conducted the
and
Mrs.
Peter
De
Vries
at
their
her
. D***. W. Hoeksema has opened the act. A daughter, Mrs. John hSJe “tumcrioTh.ir^me
“ ll,e h°m' »' h home on rural route No. 6. At- daughter, Carolyn Joy, have re- De Root’ relatives in Dakota.
• • a
teital officesin the new Mass Bldg, Roseniwieg, found the body stretchturned to Drayton Plains after
Vivian Voorhorst of Holland ia evening service at the Reformed
tending the outing were Mr. and
oo River Ave. and 10th Street, Hol- ed on a bed in the home, after she
Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Poppen,
a
guest of Arlyne Voorhorst for a church last Sunday evening.
spending
their
vacation
with
relaland. He announcesfull particu- returned home, having been gone 106 West 19th St., announce the sented the honor guest by the Mrs. Frank Van Dyke, Jr., and
few weeks.
Miss Lois Voorhorst is employed
l*rs elsewhere in this issue.
for about three hours. Wolbrink birth of a daughter Tuesday at ffroup. A three-course luncheon family,Mr. and Mrs. John Fik, Bill tives and friends.
Mr. George Schuiling of Holland as a waitress for two weeks at the
was seryed following which a so- Bouwerman, and Mr. and Mrs. P.
funeral home at Allendale was Holland hospital.
The Albers’ School reunion will
cial time was enjoyed. Invited De Vries and family.
Henry VandeVveen, 462 Harri- given charge of the body. Besides
be held Saturday, August 27, at had charge of the Christian En- West Shore Golf club in Douglas.
d®*vor Society Tuesday evening.
Dr. and Mrs. Milton Hoffman
guests
were
the
honor
guest;
Mrs.
son Ave- has been informed of the Mrs. Rosenzweig, a son, Gustave
the Overisel Community Grove. All
Police Chief Frank Van Ry’a re“Walking With Chris/’ was the and daughter, Patsy, are making a
death
his mother,
mother. Mrs.
Mrs. Ralph of Grand Rapids, survives.
— of
--former teachers,pupils and memport on traffic violationsfor the Stephen G. Oudemolen, Mrs. George
subject.
short stop at the home of their
Vander Veen, 72, in Groningen,
bers of the district are invited to
past week follows: speeding, $6 HeerspinkMrs. Fred Lemmen,
THE WISE COW
A family celebrationlast Tues- each; F. Nordstrand,W. Hayst- Mrs. Ben Van Zanten and daughThe Young Ladies Mission Guild mother and sister, in Holland, on
The Netherlands, on August 12.
attend. A program is being arday marked the 81st birthday an- man, Clarence Tyink, Harry Cov- ur’ Ri,Uthi J!r8- G- * Heerspink,
ranged. A basket picnic will be of the Christian Reformed church their way back to New Brunswick,
• •
served at noon. Coffee and lemon- invitedall former members of the N. J. Dr. Hoffman is a professor
Mrs. John Vande Water, Vernon niversaryof John Visscher, who re- ington, and Donald Meeuwsen; fail- Mrs. Fred Heerspinkand family,
Guild to attend a reunion at Zee- in the Theologicalseminary at that
ade will be furnished.
Vande Water, and Mr. and Mrs. i sides at the home of his daughter ure to signal for turn, $5, Peter Mn, Henry Bouwman, and Mrs.
place. They spent a few weeks at
Louis B. Dalman and family are at 242 West 19th St. Joining in De Neff; failure to stop for through Slenk and children,Sarah, Fanna,
Dr. and Mrs. Zachary Veldhuis, land Park, Tuesday evening. Games
John, Jr., and Dolores.
their cottage at Spirit Lake, Iowa.
were
played
and
a
program
was
visiting in Winnebago,Neb., with the celebration were children, street, |3; John Ver floeven.
Mrs. Ruth De Roos and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Albers, Mr.
rendered. About 100 were present.
Mrs. Dalman’s sister and brother- grandchildren, and great grandchildren
of
the
honor
guest.
VisMiss Johanna Kamp of Cleve- John Koops, Mr. and Mrs. Merrill
in-law. the Rev. and Mrs. James
mr. ami
red Dirkse
uir
and mrs.
Mrs. rFred
of
scher came to this country from Passaic,N. J.{ are visiting
land, Ohio, is visiting at the Chris, Wierenga and son, Merrill, of
Ottipoby.
friends
Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. GerThe Netherlands at the age of 62. and relatives in the city foi
tian Reformedparsonage.
for a few
He originallyresided in Sheboy- weeks.
A wiener roast was enjoyed Wed- ald Plasman and Glenda Mae of
H. Wyenberg, chief heating en gan,
Wis.
nesday evening by the young peo- Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Glen Albers
fineer of thet Ho“
Holland' “
Furnace Co.,
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ple of the Christian Reformed of Hamilton and Mr. Johnny Plas•
»
•
attended a meeting in Lansing, on
man of Overisel, were Sunday eve.
church
at Tunnel Park.
Mrs.
Fred
Bouwman
and
daughTuesday, sponsored by the Michining guests at the hbme of Mr.
gan Retail Coal Merchants asso- ter, Miss Alice Boftwman, were VVVTvTvf VMMfVffyffyyyf
Mr. William Welmers, son of Benjamin Albers.
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ciation.Mr. Wyenberg led an open joint hostessesat a surprise mis(Continued from page 1)
Director of AAP Kitchen
Miss Myrtle Mae Vanden Bosch,
cellaneous shower honoring Miss
forum discussion.
Florence Bouwman. The shower daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob P.
• • •
pRUITS
and vegetables in the marDr. and Mrs. J. Carlcton Pelgrim was held Friday night at the Bouw- Vanden Bosch of this city, and Wil- third place by the magazines and
keta and fruits and vegetables on
and daughters,Marie and Lois Es- man home, 183 West 28th St. A liam Lamer, son of Andrew P. lea- newspapersof the country in its
the table make hot weather meals enjoyable and healthful.Milk and cheess
telle, have left for Coral Gables, two-course luncheon was served. rner, also of Zeeland, spoke their floral festivals. Do we fully apprewedding
vows
Tuesday
evening
in
together with bread and butter are
Fla., their home, after spending the Games were played with prizes gojust as easy to serve and complement
summer at the George Pelgrim ing to Beatrice Deur, Mrs. Herthe other foods.
mina Overbeek, ami Mrs. George
home on West 11th St.
Do your Shopping
Meat prices are little changed. The
• • •
Jansen. Others attending the af- Reformed church, here. The single fair city, this festival ranks first!
roast cooked to serve cold Is a time
Mr. and Mrs. lister Serier of fair included Mrs. John Dykstra, i mg ceremony was used by the I for its uninueness and singularity
and energy saver when outdoor activiThrifty!
ties are preferredto houra in the
Ionia had as guests at their home Mrs. H. Jansen, Mrs. C. Overbeek, r- whn r
who offlciat* I h ,s. ^tirely divorced from cornkitchen.
Poultry
prices
are
most
reaBeatrice
Timmer,
Alice
Jansen,
last week end Junior Plakke and
, , '’hlle tbe bridal party assem- ; mernalism or carnival ism. People
sonable. Eggs are gradually becoming
Mrs. J. Vande Water, Mrs. HenRay Serier of this city.
G®°nfe Ter Haar, sister from the outside take pleasant
“Queenie,"the educated cow, expensive.The cheaper quality if
ry Bouwman. Mrs. J. Lappings, w
u’ PLay.ed |,h.e Lohenl[rin
^is. and wonder how we
bought in small quantities and reAbout 95 local dealers attended Mrs. J. Weenuin, Mrs. Willard Wedding March by Wagner. The 1 do it. The continuation of this will perform for afternoonUnd frigerated will be found satisfactory.
evening grandstandaudiences at
the showing of an educationalfilm Deur, Mrs. Julius Deur. Mrs. Ed bride was attired in white tulle, marvelous event must be earnestly
Three seasonable dinner menus
the Allegan County fair, Septem- follow.
by the National Carbon Co. at the Kraima, Mrs. H. Dorr, Mrs. Min- floor length, and carried a bouquet and seriously considered by the
ber 20 to 24, E. W. DeLano, presiof
white
roses,
tied
with
a
white
nie
Ortman,
Mrs.
John
Deur,
Mrs.
Low Coat Dinner
Royal Neighbors hall last Tuesday
Board of the Chamber of ComA Vanden Elst, Mrs. S. Holkeboer, bow. Julius Lamer served as best merce who have sponsored the fes- dent of the fair association,anevening.
JelliedStewing Beef
nounced this week. This intellec- Pdtato
Mrs. Frank Bouwman, Miss Cor- man, while Miss HenriettaVan tival. Tulin Time
• •
Sliced Tomatoes
Bresd and Butter
Julius Baltutat, * 70, Allendale nelia Bouwman, Mrs. J. Van Huis, Huis was bridesmaid.Following to stay. Holland’s ‘spirit •‘v£,tUaI C0W is the fin,t of iLs kind t0
Peach
Cream
Pie
township farmer, committed sui- Miss Fannie Markvluwer,Mrs. J.j the ceremony,a wedding supper Will” is goingto
Tea or
Milk
and I
I know that
that there
therCam
m.,, and
oJ has ^‘n Publicizedthroughout the
ide Tuesday afternoon by shoot- Vande Wege, and Miss Henrietta was served to about 60 guests by and
are men
country as a top-notch performer.
Medium
Cost
Picnic Dinner
Miss
Velma
Whitfleet,
Mrs.
Bert
Meiste.
ing himself in the stomach with a
women in this city who will see to
Selles, Miss Florence Waldyke, Syl- it that each succeeding Tulip Time
J8 calibre revolver,at his farm
Life magazine published a ser- Cold Fried Chicken Deviled Eggs
Vegetable Salad Whole Tomatoes
via
Van
Hoven,
and
Mrs.
Bert
Festival will measure up to the ies of her achievementsin pichome^ which fa located a mitfe
William Arendshorst. Jrv, and
Buttered Rolls Relishes
Bouwman. The bride, a native of prestigethat has been established. Itures, while the London Daily MihIce Cream on a
Cookies
this city, is an employee of the
Hot Coffee Fruit Punch
In the seennd place, Holland haai;inc|“7hi',i„l;J0i'0*raPhs of ,her acS. S. Kresge Co. of Holland. Mr.
en brought
brought to
to the
the attention
nttenfinn
Very SpecialDinner
of 1 comp shments in its (oronation isLamer, who was born in Grand been
sue. \\ hen her appearance here is
Fruit Cup
Kapids. is employed by the Colon- the oeonle of the nation by its concluded,she will be taken to HolBaked
Corn-on-the-Cob
ial Mfg. Co. of that city. The cou- ureat Holland Furnace Co., the
For
lywood
for
a
screen
career
in
sevAvocado
and Tomato Salad
ple will best home at 16 Jefferson largest warm air furnace builders
eral
hill
billy
productions.
Pickled
Peaches
in the world. I wonder if our city
The new, mild, pleasant, fragrant, St., Zeeland, after August 28.
Assorted Breads and Butter
convenientBURGOMASTER Cigar,
In additionto a series of poses,
Mrs. Joan Danhof of this city fully appreciates what this instiPeach Refrigerator Cake
tution
means
in
our
citv
life
and
made in accordance with the high was electedfirst vice president of
and various intricate tricks,
Coffee
characterstandards maintained by the state Amerigan Legion at the in advertising Holland’ It is as “Queenie” goes on a sit-down
Watch lor Future Food Bargains in This Column Next Week
the Johnson family for 3 genera- state Legion convention which nationally known as the Ford auto- strike, plays “London Bridge is
tions as cigar-makers and public closed at Battle Creek Tuesday.
mobile.Gillette razor, or anv other Falling Down,” tetter totters, saThe regularissue of the Woman’s
servants.
nationallyadvertisedproduct. Rut. I lutes the American flag and sits Day, a monthly publicationsponbetter than that, the fact that the down with a pipe in her mouth, sored by the Atlantic & Pacific
EBENEZER
name of the organization is Hoi- 'wearing spectacles, as in her pub- Tea Co., is now availableand copMr. and Mrs. Henry Christian, land Furnace Co. advertises ourilicity pictures.Her many antics ies can be secured at 2c each at
formerly of Holland, now in Grand own city— Holland. I am not going each day do not interferewith her any Holland, Ottawa, or Allegan
Rapids, visited in Ebenezer last into the many local advantages this production of three gallons of county A&P food stores. Ask
company has meant to this city, milk daily,
for your copy.
Thursday.
such as the employment of himE. P. McLean and Carter Brown
deeds of people, the buildingof the
of Castle Park have purchased the
Warm Friend Tavern, the erection
Ebenezer church barns, which will
of the most beautifuloffice buildbe used for building antique coting in the United States, etc., etc..
tages at the Castle.
but just call attentionto the fart
Mrs. Clifford Giles submitted to that the Holland Furnace To. is
an appendectomy at Holland hospi- and has been a great factor in adtal this week.
vertising our city. We are glad to
The Rev. and Mrs. M. Moget of have them here, and it is one of the
Fenton, III., visitedthe Rev. and functionsof the Chamber of ComMrs. J. F. Schortinghuis Monday merce to make them happy to be
night. Servicesat the local church in this city.
were conducted by the Rev. Gerrit
contributionof the Heinz Co.
Timmer of Clymer Hills, N. Y„ toThe
the prosperity of the city is
Sunday.
worthy of mention. In fact, every
Mr. and Mrs. Comie De Jong and
industrial and mercantile estabdaughter, Glenda Beth, of Leighlishment. big or little,in its own
ton, la., spent a week at the home
measure, and in its own way, is a
of the Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Schorif
factor in our economic welfare,and
tinghuis. Mrs. De Jong is a sisis deserving of our considerationin
ter of Mrs. Schortinghuis.
our plans and purposes.I>et us
you need a
A bam on the H. H. Boeve farm keep this in mind, that a Chamber
on rural route No. 5 was seriously
of Commerce function is not pridamaged by Saturday's severe marily to bring in new industries,
windstorm.
but that it must be helpful to all
legitimate and professional business in our border, of whatever
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Get Ready for Winter

PROBLEMS

LET OUR ENGINEERS HELP YOU WITH YOUR HEATING

ESTIMATES CHEERFULLY GIVEN!

your chimney smokes

Compare with $100 Furnaces
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nature. Business is not

CLARK ENDORSED BY
LAND COUNCIL ON

MONDAY

(Zeeland Record)

Cast Iron

very hearty endorsementwas
To sum it all up. the Chamber
given City Attorney Jarrett N.
of Commerce must endeavor to
Clark at the session of the combring about a spirit of good will
mon councilat its regular session between the city, its industries, its
on last Monday night.
commercial and professional bodies.
Mr. Clark, who has been city To the extent that this is brought
attorney for more than twenty about, will lie the success and
years is aspiring to the office of
popularity of the Chamber of
prosecuting attorney for Ottawa Commerce.
county, and the common council
So much for general scope of the
felt so well pleased with his ability
and service in the city’s interests Chamber of Commerce. In a more
that it does not hesitate to recom- specific way, I wish to call your
mend him to the electorsof this attention to what I think should
county for the office to which he be done by the Board. First — the
headquarters of the organization
aspires.
Mr. Clark is a native of Western should be on the ground floor in the
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N.LCoraer River and 8th We

Michigan, having been born
Deliver
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2:30

Price Change— 5:00

Continuous Daily Starting2:30

nated

office

Price Change — 5:00

at

Glenn, Allegan county, where he
receivedhis grade and high school
education. After graduating from
the law department of the University of Michigan he at once located
m Zeeland,and for the past thirty
years has been a resident there,
practicinglaw.
Besides being city attorney in
Zeeland he has filled the office of
Justice of the Peace many years
ami he has been Ottawa county circuit commissioner for eight years.
He is not only endorsed by the
common council, but all Zeeland is
solidly behind him for this office.
He is able, honest, and energetic,
and the voters of the county will
not be disappointed should he
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fax

alone

affectedbv conditionsin the field
of productionand distribution, it is
affected by community conditions,
by local advantages and disadvantages. by the attitudes of local
government.
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Compare with other*
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Grates and

where it is easily accessibleto the
public, both local and transient.
Second— There should be regular

AUTOMATIC STOKER

.

give bigger, longer
lasting fire. Duplex

*132

grates operate easily

on roller bearSmoke proof!

The first heavy duty stoker
60% heavierthan others in

ings.

$6 00

A

morel Wards

•elUng for $200 and

iron.

Oversize firepot tapers only 1-in. 25%
larger grates hold
23% more coal . .

%'i

monthly meetings and every member should feel that it is his duty
to attend. Third— The matter of
dues should be earnestly considered, and make it so that it will be
permanentlyfixed and judicially
distributed.Fourth— Our constitution and by-laws should be amended
and brought to date. There are
undoubtedly other matters that
should be brought before the Board
for their consideration, which I will
be glad to do, but these I have
mentioned should have first and
immediate consideration.

cast
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very best location obtainable,

all
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Buflt of the finest parts made. Capacity 375 pounds.
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Martha Raye and Bob Hope

Double Feature
Brian Don levy

Give
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‘WE'RE GOING TO

Sailor

GUEST

NIGHT —

Sat.,

August

Carole Lombard

BE RICH”

John Howard

Addad— Newt, Cartoon and Comedy

WINDSTORM
MAY WRECK YOUR PROPERTY

THE NEXT SEVERE

in

in

‘BULLDOG DRUMMOND IN
AFRICA"

The time to get windstorm insurance is before the storm. Since
1892 — 46 years— destructive windstorms have gone ripping across
Michigan every year, causing thousands of dollars loss.

27

Final Episode of Serial
“The Lone Ranger” '

and Fred MacM array
Monday and Tuesday, Aug. 29. 30
Pat OBrien and Dick Powell

in

company offers you the advantage of its extenexperience. Get adequate windstorm insurance today.

This strong old
sive

in

‘TRUE CONFESSION”
Monday through Thursday,
A if. 29-Sept. 1

Tyrone Fewer, Alice Faye
Den Aaeefce

Mora Than $5,000,000 Paid

Cowboy From
Fair

Brooklyn

ment
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• number of property ownen suffer

heavy financial less because windstorms destroy their
property when they have no windstorm insurance.

and Equitable Adjustment of Claims and Prompt Payof Losses mark the 54-year history of this company.

Michigan Mutual Windstorm
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Insurance
The Largest Company
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